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State investigates
Minger Act issue
•

BY LOREE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Murray State is still under
investigation by the state
housing. buildings and construction department for a
violation of the Michael
Minger Acr in association
with a White College fire
Feb. 4.
The Minger Act requires
public postsecondary insti·
tutions to send nn immediate notification of a fire to

the state fire marshal's
office. The state fire marshal's office received an email notification about the
fire at 7 34 a.m . Feb. 5.
approximately 12 hours
after the incident.
Gail Minger. mother of
Michael Minger, who died
as a re~uh of the Sept. 18,
1998, Hester College fire,
lobbied for the Minger Act
in Frankfort before its passage in October two years
ago. In a telephone inter-

view, Minger said she was
distressed about the time
elapse between the incident
and the notification.
~·1 felt it was pretty much
a .slap in the face and an
insult to the legislators and
all of the people who really
worked hard to get it (the
passage of the Minger
Act)," Minger said. "The
whole purpose of the legislature was to protect the stu-

time

tiiil.e

see MINGER /14

Board decision funds
student wellness center
BY MARCI OWEN
NEWS EDITOR

Murray State's Board of
approved $1 0.5
miru~n in bond issuance
Feb. 22 to build a proposed
student recreation and wellness center.
Sid Easley, Board of
Regents chair, said board
members were excited to
make progress on the project.
"I was thrilled that we
were able to make the fir!>t
steps toward constructing a
Regca~ts

titness center for the students and staff and faculty,"
Easley said. "I think the
board considers that a very
important project and that
our students deserve it.''
The J>cheduled date to
begin construction on the
center, which was proposed
last year by student regent
and Student Government
Association
President
Michael Thome, is March 3,
2003, SGA President Nikki
Key said.
"(This) means that this
commiuee is moving very

swiftly. and this is a very
important project to the
University to start construction in less than a year,"
Key said.
Key said as of the Feb. 22
Board of Regents meeting,
the pool of architectural
fim1s 'had been narrowed
down to three.
"The selection wa'i to
occur at the first of this
week, but I haven' t received
news of that yet," Key said.
"All three firms have done

see WELLNESS /14

Alexander turns down
tenure, inauguration
BY LoREE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

During the Board of
Regents meeting Feb. 22,
University President F. King
Alexander declinetl to accept
the tenure the Board granted
to him at ito; last meeting and
chose to forego an inauguration ceremony becau<:e of
budget cuts.
At the meeting. Alexander
referred to the issue of tenure
as a topic encompassing
teaching. research and service.
"Tenure has nnd always
will be a challenging and
controversial issue that has

been well defended by uni••ersities but poorly represented to the public," Alexander said. "II is becauo;e of the
continued challenges encompassing the tenure arena that I
believe a president without
tenure can be more objective
in his or her recomml!ndations.''
Alexander said he believes
the president and faculty
~hould he careful when recommending tenure and promotion to the Board of
Regents. ·He 1-aid this is relevant in difficult economic
times. panicularly when the
transfer of scholar!> becomes
more stagnant.

..

"I very much appreciate
the Board of Regents granting me tenure during our last
official meeting," Alexander
said. ''I truly appreciate their
confidence in my academic
and professional achievements. However, T believe
that by not accepting tenure,
it better enables me to objectively view tenure and the
many issues impacting tenure
and promotion in fulfi lling
my responsibilities to the
Board of Regents and Murray
State's students."
Board of Regents Chair·
man Sid Easley said Alexan-

see TENURE /14

Jenny Hahn/The News

President F. King Alexander addresses the Board of Regents of Feb. 22.

Student jobs provide
•
experience, money
Story by Taylor Marie Ewing • Photos by Karri Wurth
Many Murray State
students work outside
Murray, even though
there are a number of job
opportunities within the
city.
Chamber of Commerce
Executive Vice·president
John Williams said one of
his primary goals is to
encourage students to
work in Murray. rather
than commute to ~sur
rounding cities.
'There's a very selfish
motive' there. I'm interested in our businesses
and our Mailers being
succe:.sful," Williams
said. "NOI only does thn{
~upply a work force for
those retaill!rs, but also, if
we can keep the .student!>,
and they have income
coming in, they're going
to stay here and spend
those dollars, buying ga...
buying food. buying
clothes, rather than going
home and spending those
dollars."
Williams said Murray's current unemployment is four percent,
which is much higher
than normal. He said for
the past three or four
years It has been two-and-

a-half percent.
"The problem we're
getting into now with the
Mattei layoff~ is you've
got a higher unemployment rate, so there may
be more competition out
there for jobs, which may
make it tougher for students," Williams said.
"On the other hand. it
might be ~sier for students because businel>Se:are looking for more pantime help. whereas Mattei
employees are looking
for full-time work."
Williams said restaur.tnts and fa~t food chams
are the mo!;t common
employers of student!>.
Hardee·s
manager
Byron Powell Jr.. senior
from Crittenden Co., said
I0 out of 30 of Hardee's
employee~ are Murray
State students.
"We hire people based
on availability. Most
Murray student'; work the
afternoon ~hift," Powell
said. "Students choose to
work here because they
need a job and extra
money."
Williams also said
there a lot of opportunitie!> for students to work

in retail.
Maurice's manager
Jane Harrist\n said three .
out of the store's nine
employees are Murray
State students. She said
the store hires based on
experience and students
apply to work at Maurice's because of ih
atmosphere.
"Our store ha.o; a real
fun atmosphere!' Harri:.on said. ''I think v.e ha'e (Top) Kim Jennings, graduate student from
a Jot of student applicants
Cocoa, Fl .• perfor ms a checkup on a dalma·
because we have the
clothes that tit their tian puppy at the Murray Animal Hospital
where she is employed.
lives,''
Williams said there o.re (Above) Philip Scranton, junior from Hopalternative job opportuni· kinsville. takes orders at Sonic where he is
ties in Mun11y,aside from the assistant manager.
the rypical part-time job.
He said the engine·pro- local businesses benefit
Williams said although
ducing company Bng- from havmg Murray State businesses are affected
gs&Strutton offers stu- students as both employ- during the summer when
dents part-time jobs that ees and customers.
many students leave Murcan lead to future careers.
"You're going to get ray, the effects are not
"Briggs& Stratton .~tore~ and businesses thr•l detrimental to local comhelps give students a job are going 'to have good panics.
opponunity while they're expcrience.~ and bad
"During the summer,
in school," Williamo; said. experiences, not only you have ~tudents that
"Aho, if they've done a with students, but with live here coming back:
good job down there, it other
employees,'' and filling up the slots,"
may lead into a pcrrnu· Williams said. ''I assume Williams said. "And a 101
nent job once they gradu- it's about the same, but I of the students that have
ate. So, it's an automatic have never heard any- jobs here actually live out
placement service."
thing negative about the in the community; they're
Williams said overoll. !ltmlent work force,''
renting apanments.''

Regents approve student fee increase for fall semester
BY R USTAM U S MANOV
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Murray Stnte students will
face an increase in fees, including room and board. next semester.
The fee increase was approved
by the Board of Regents Feb. 22.
Tom Denton, vice prl!sident of
financial and administrative services and treasurer of the Board

of Regents, said all meal plan
prices will increase by 2 percent.
Housing fees will rise by 4
percent for residential colleges
and 2 percent for College Courts.
Greek housing exemption fees
will increase from $50 to $100,
Denton said.
Denton said the main reason
for the increase in housing fees
i!-t inflation. which increases
costs for renovating and main·

taining the buildings.
Nikki Key, Student Government Association president, said
another reason for the increase in
housing and meal plan fees was
the Curris Center. which as an
auxiliary cannot raise funds for
maintenance.
Key said yearly costs for operating the building amount to
$ 100,000, but part of the money
comes from the University

Bookstore, Food Services and
Housing. As these facilities have
to meet their own budgets, the
increase was inevitable to avoid
the delicit.
The increao;;e in the various
fees will accompany a 8.8 percent tuition increase previously
approved by the Board of
Regents for both in-state and
out-of-state students.
Denton said the increases are

necessary for the University to
fund normal operation, considering !he current recession anti
inflation.
"Our tuition is <>till very. very
far below most other schools in
the region," said Key.
Ryan Childers, senior from
Troy. Ill .• satd students want to
sec the results of the increase.
''I'd ltke to sec the housing situation improved, thl! menlo; at

Winslow better, to make people
want to stoy on campus."
Childers said.
Denton said the increase in
fees will not affect recruitment
next fall.
"We still expect it to rise
sltghtly :· Denton said.
Because the University wants
to enter the recruitment peripd
with set costs. Denton said oo
further fee chunges are expected .
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Student is in i11lenslve care
due to gunshot wound
Melanie Puckett, junior from
Puryear, Tenn., is in intensive care
at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah
after she was shot in the head on
Feb. 20 in Mayfield.
Mayfield Police Department
Assistant Chief Tim Fortner said
Puckett was outside of her
boyfriend's home on Pryor Street
when the incident occurred. Fortner said the gunshot wound was
apparently self-inflicted.

Public Relations society
to hold rneetitw and dinner
The Public Relations Student
Society of America will hold its next
meeting at 4:30p.m. March 4 in Wilson Hall room 212.
PRSSA will discuss its upcoming
professionals dinner set for March
13. Anyone may attend. For more
information phone Robin OrvinoProulx at 762-5308.

First Campus Outreach
promotes language study
The first Campus Outreach
Forum, "Languages for Careers,"
will take place at 4 p..m. March 7 in
Faculty Hall room 400 to inform students of the benefits of having a language as a second major.
The forum will include a multimedia presentation by Therese St
Paul on the French, German and
Spanish 203 language for the business world courses. There also will
be a roundtable discussion by students on the need for partnership

between language skills and careers
in business and communication,
and feedback from employers on
the need for employees with social,
cultural and linguistic skills.
For more information, phone Janice Morgan at 7624527.

SGA to accept applications
for positions in the senate
Student Government Association applications for Senate positions are available in the SGA
office.
Applications are due by noon
March 26. SGA will select three
senators from each academic college and four executive officers.

Open auditions for musical
to take place at Western
Auditions for "Stephen Poster-

The Musical" and "Show Boat'' will
be held at 4 p.m. March 15 at Westem Kentucky University irt the
Downing University Theatre. There
also wiU be auditions at four other
locations, including Bardstown,
Frankfort, Lexington and Louisville.
Singers should prepare a classical
selection and show tunc. Dancers
will be taught ballet and social
dance combinations and actors
should prepare a one-to-two minute
monologue. Technical positions are
also available.
"Stephen Foster-The Musical"
will run from June 8 through Aug.
24, with "Show Boat" running from
July 17 through Aug. 18.
For more information, phone the
Stephen Foster Box Office at 1-800626-1563.

Murny State student wins
Ms. Wheelchair Kentucky

•PoliceBeat

Murray State senior Bethany .K.
Adams, of Bowling Green, was
crowned the new Ms. Wheelchair
Kentucky on Feb. 23 in Louisville.
Adama will compete in the
national Ms. Wheelchair competition in August and represent the
state at the "Wheel of Freedom" for
women in wheelchairs or with other
d.isabili ties.

Thursday, Feb. 21

Saturday, Feb. 23

1:54 a.m . There was an alcohol violation in the University Tire Lot. The incident was
referred to Student Affairs.
2:18a.m. Non-student Emily
Broshuis from was arrested
for a OUI on C h estnut Street.
1:37 p.m. A subject reported
he found his bicycle, which
was stolen off-campus, oncampus.
10:33 p .m. An officer reported
an accident with injuries on
12th and Poplar streets.
11:47 p .m . A residence director advised that a male subject tried to kiss a female subject while she was walking
across the Chestnut walkway.
A report was taken.

2:39 a.m. Subjects were
reported on the roof of Ordway Hall.
1:24 p.m. A non-injury accident was reported in the Curris Center parking lot. A
report was taken.
11:04 p.m. A male subject was
asked to leave the Exposition
Center after he entered the
women's bathroom.

Dining Hal to put tuptl1er

meal planning committee
Winslow Dining Hall's management is looking for students interested in joining a menu
review /planning committee.
The committee will meet before
Spring Break to give students the
opportunity to make suggestions
about what will be served when
students return to school.
Interested students should
phone Linda Hollingsworth at
762-2694.

Murray State Foundation
to host benefit plate sale
The Murray State Foundation
will sell collectible plates from 8:30
a.m. to 4 p.m., March 4 and 5.
All proceeds will benefit the Elizabeth Askew Nursing Scholarship.
For more information phone, the
Murray State Foundation office at
762-6911.

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Assistant News Editor Taylor
Marie Ewing.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
Collep Life: 762-4480
Opinion: 762-4 468
Sports: 762-4 481
Advertising: 762-44 78
Fax: 762-3175

E-Mail: thenews@murroystate.edu

Friday, Feb. 22
1:27 a.m . David Becker,
senior from Breese, Ill., was
arrested for DUI on 16th and
Miller streets.
9:20 a.m. Two callers reported a b roken car window in
the Stewart Stadium parking
lot. A report was taken, and
the incident is u nder investigation.
9:1 9 p .m . A caller reported a
suspicious smell in Franklin
College. The incident was
referred to Housing for disciplinary action.

Sunday, Feb. 24

..

3:09 a.m. A fight was reported at the Alpha Tau Omega
house.
5:56 a.m . A caller reported a
subject was possibly intoxicated and only wearing a Tshirt in the Stewart Stadium
parking lot.
10:35 a.m. A caller reported
something running around
the roof at College Courts.
11:07 a.m. A supervisor at
Winslow Dining Hall reported a worker had stolen food.
A report was taken and the
incident is under investigation.

Monday, Feb. 25
8:33a.m. There was a fourthdegree assault at the Alpha Tau
Omega house. The incident is
under investigation by the
Murray Police Department.
9:53 a .m. A minor was found

in possession of alcohol at
Regents College. The incident
was reported to Housing and
a disciplinary referral was
issued.

Tuesday, Feb 26
7:37 a.m. A car in the Stewart
Stadium parking had soap on
its windows. There was no
damage done, and the owner
was notified.
1:34 p.m . A non-injury accident was reported on Chestnut Street and in the Curris
Center parking lot.
8:44 p .m. An officer escorted
three subjects out of the
Regional Special Events Center after the building's staff
asked them to leave.

Wednesday, Feb. 27
12:16 a.m. Five people were
reported sliding down a hill in
the Curris Center parking lot.
They were asked to leave the
area.
2:30 p.m. A caller reported a student having a seizure in Sparks
Hall. The student refused treatment.
Motorist Assists-11
Police Escorts-11

Police Beat is compiled by Assistant News Editor Taylor Marie
Ewing. Not all dispatched calls
are listed.

"The Murray State News" strives to be the Unlve~ community's source for infonnlltlon.
Our pal is to present tNt Information In a fair and unblaed
manner and also provide a free and open forum for expreaioa and

debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands-on leamlna environment
for t hose students Interested In Journalism or other fields relatina
to the ~IICtion of a MWIPI......
The campus prns should be free from cetiiCM"'Itlp and advance
a pproval of copy; and, its editors should be free to develop their
own editorial a nd news pollcles.

Most people inadvertently
swallow eight spide'ts a year.
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Icy roads lead to vehicle pileup
on Interstate 65 Wednesday

School bus accident results Father faces charges

Police arrest suspect
in killing of leader

LEBANON JUNCTION (AP) • State police
said icy road conditions were to blame for an
18-vehicle pileup Wednesday at Interstate
65, three miles south of Lebanon Junction.
The southbound lanes of I-65 were closed
at Lebanon Junction after the 9:15a.m . accident. Traffic was being re-routed, said Lt.
Lisa Rudzinski, spokeswoman for the Ken·
· tucky State Police.
Rudzinski said two state police cars were
unoccupied when they were hit by other
vehicles. At least one injury was reported.

Attack after Shelby Valley game
results in criminal charges
PIKEVILLE (AP) - Criminal charges were
filed against four Shelby Valley High School
students after a gang~tyle beating of the star
of an opposing school's basketball team.
The Pike County Sheriff's Department said
perhaps 20 people were involved in the attack
on Jarrod R. Adkins, a senior guard at Millard
High School. He suffered a head injury and a
broken hand, and underwent surgery at
Pikeville Methodist Hospital on Tuesday. He
was still hospitalized Wednesday in fair condition.
Along with assault charges, the juvenile students face felony charges of inciting a riot.

Fort Campbell holds memorial
service for eight fallen soldiers
FORT CAMPBELL (AP) - Eight members of
an elite Army special operations regiment
who died in a helicopter crash were remembered Tuesday as American heroes who followed their unit's motto: "Night Stalkers don't
quit."
On a stage, dark green flight helmets with
night vision goggles attached sat on top of
assault rifles next to black combat boots in
• honor of each soldier. The soldiers' dog tags
were attached to the rifles. Below, was a portrait of each soldier.
The eight soldiers died when their helicopter crashed Friday off Negros Island in the
southern Philippines. The soldiers were part
of a 660-member American force training
Phili~pine soldiers to fight Muslim extremist
guerrillas.
Two Air Force para-~emen, assigned to
the 353rd Special QPerations Group based at
Kadena Air Base in Japan, also died in the
crash.

in hospitalized students

of vehicular homicide

JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. (AP) A school bus accident Tuesday
morning resulted in three middle school students being sent to
the hospital.
A car rear-ended a school bus
while it was turning off Business
Highway 50 on to a side road on
the outskirts of Jefferson City,
said David Luther of the Jefferson City School District.
Luther said there were no
severe injuries. Two students
were taken to St. Mary's Hospi ·
tal in Jefferson City. One student
was taken to Capitol Regional
Hospital.

MARlETTA, Ga. (AP) Authorities have charged the
father of a 7-year-old boy and 9year-old girl killed when his
sport utility vehic;le hit a school
bus on Jan. 30. '
Brian Stewart Young, 37, of
Marietta, was charged Tuesday
with misdemeanor vehicular
homicide.
Cobb County police said
Young ran a red light about 8:20
a.m. Jan. 30 while taking his children to school. The bus, which
had no passengers, was making
a left twn.
Brian Young died at the scene,
and his sister, Isabella, died
about five hours later at WellStar Kennestone Hospital.
Young has been charged with
two counts of vehicular homicide, three seat belt or child
restraint seat violations and failure to comply with a traffic control device.

Man receives sentencing
for making bomb threat
RAPID CITY, S.D. (AP) - A
Rapid City man has been sent to
prison for two years for making
a bomb threat last summer at his
former workplace.
In sentencing Kevin Michael
Wingate, 20, Circuit Judge
Janine Kern told him he picked
to wrong time to make a bomb
threat.
"We live in an age when there
is no humor in threatening to
bomb or shoot" Kern said.
Wingate was convicted Jan, 30
of falsely reporting a bomb.
Authorities say Wingate
called his workplace Aug. 6 and
said a bomb would explode in
25 minutes. The building was
evacuated.
Written threats of bombs and
a threat to shoot employees
were later found in the building.
Police arrested Wingate after the
notes were traced to his desk.
The judge nlso ordered
Wingate to pay $7,657 to his former employer for work time
that was lost during the evacuation. He also must write an apology to his former co-workers.

Anny crew to investigate
crash In Philippines
FORT RUCKER, Ala. (AP) - A
team of Army investigators
from Fort Rucker arrived in the
Philippines Monday to investigate a helicopter crash that
killed 10 service members this
weekend.
The team with the U.S. Army
Safety Center will be trying to
answer why the MH-47 Chinook
went down in the waters near
Basilan after a routine drop-off
of special operations troops.
Witnesses in a nearby aircraft
reported flames coming from
the Chinook before it hit the
water and exploded. The helicopter belonged to the 160th
Special Operations Aviation
RegimtYtt af For't Campbell, Ky.
Rescuers are still recovering
the bodies of crew members and
pieces of debris.

Second ualf Semest e r C o u rses

AMSTERDAM,
Netherlands (AP) - Dutch police
have detained a suspect in the
assassination of Ahmed Shah
Massood, the anti-Tatiban
leader of the Afghan northern
alliance who died in a suicide
bombing last September,
news reports said Wednes·
day.
Justice officials said an
arrest was made on an international warrant issued by
Belgium, which is seeking the
suspect's extradition. The
officials would not confirm
his identity, however.
Reports said the suspect
was Mohammed Sliti, a
Tunisian-born Belgian citizen,
who was wanted by Belgium
in connection with the plot
that killed Massood in his
northern Afghan headquarters.
Sliti was taken into custody
at Schiphol airport outside
Amsterdam on Tuesday as he
arrived on a flight from the
Iranian capital of Tehran.
A spokesman for the public
prosecutor in the western
town of Haarlem said the suspect will be extradited to Bel·
gium in "a few days."

Muslim attackers set
train on fire In India
GODHRA, India (AP) Religious tensions in India
escalated Wednesday after 57
people were killed when a
mob set fire to a train carrying
Hindu nationalists retUrning
from a holy site claimed by
Hindus and Muslims.
State officials and witnesses
say a group of Muslims,
....
apparently enraged by Hindu
chants at a railroad platform,
stoned several coaches carry-

.

ing the Hindu activists and
doused the cars with
kerosene.
The Hindu nationalists
were returning from Ayodhya, a disputed religious site
where Hindus razed a 16th
century Muslim mosque in
1992. The destruction sparked
nationwide riots between
Hindus and Muslims during
which more than 2,000 people
were killed.
The World Hindu Council
alleged that the Godhra
attackers were retaliating for
the temple-building efforts,
but a state official suggested
the attack may have stemmed
from local tensions in western
Gujarat state.

Workers in France
discover WWII bomb
NANTES, France (AP) An unexploded American
bomb from World War II
was discovered at a housing
project in western France on
Wednesday, local officials
said.
The 500-kilogram (l,lOopound) bomb was discovered during construction at a
housing development on the
outskirts of Nantes, police of
the Loire-Atlantique region
said.
The area was cordoned off
and bomb disposal experts
were scheduled to defuse the
bomb, which measures 1.2
meters (4 feet), on Friday.

Journalist's widow
meets with Musharraf People still missing
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan after riot at center
(AP) - The widow of Daniel
Pearl, an American reporter
slain by Islamic militants,
met Wednesday with Pakistani President Per\'eZ
Musharraf, who expressed
his " heartfelt grief" for
Pearl's death.
The meeting between
Musharraf and Mariane
Pearl took place in Islamabad, the capital, Pakistan
state television said, broadcasting brief footage from
the meeting.
Musharraf expressed condolences and "heartfelt
grief" over the killing of
Daniel Pearl, the Wall Street
Journal's South Asia corre·
spondent, the television
reported
Musharraf described the
killing as a "most barbaric"
act of terrorism, it said.
.' It •''\
said she thanked
.._ Mu!>~.!'rraf for the government s efforts to apprehend
his killers.

,.

.

LONDON (AP} - Twentyone people are still missing
two weeks after fire razed a
detention center for asylum
$eekers, but so far there is no
evidence that anyone died,
police said Wednesday.
About 40 inmates apparently escaped during rioting
and a fire that gutted part of
the Yarl's Wood detention
center on Feb. 14, but some
were quickly recaptured .
Bedfordshire Police said
Wednesday they were "reasonably confident" they
knew the identities of the 21
people still missing.
On Wednesday police said
they were beginning a
detailed search of the ruined
center using specialist search
teams, dogs and heavy lifting gear - a process expected
to take three months.

World Briefly is compiled by
Marci Owen, news editor.

- Term G-rades
Undergraduates Only.
(G r a dua te S tud e nt s Do Not H ave M id -Te rm G r a d es.)

Mid-Term
Grades will be
available on the
Racernet PI N
system on
Saturday, March
2nd by 1 am .

Mid -ter m g r a de s are !l.!U h e ld b eca u se of a n acco u nt
bal a n ce .
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DR. ALEXANDER , TUE
BOARD OF REGENTS HA S
A FE W TUIN4~ foR
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What fashion trends
will become popular
this spring?
"Capris for
the girls and
baggy shorts
with
Timberlands
for the guys."
Evu H ADoox
freshman. F! Milchell

GA~NON'01

President's actions admired

"Honestly, I
don't know.
I don't keep
up with
upcommg
fashion."

Our View
ISSUE:

F. KING

KEU.IE DOWNS
junior, Murray

A LEXANDER

DECLINED TENURE
FROM THE BOARD OF
REGENTS AND CANCELED HIS
INAUGURATION
CEREMONY.

"I would like
to see
anything but
capris pants."

POSITION:
ALEXANDER'S
DECISIONS
ILLUSTRATE HIS

C REIGHTOtol f1ATHEWS

OBJECTIVITY AND
INCREASE HIS

senior, Vsrsailles

FACULTY/STUDENT
APPEAL.

Although heated controversy surrounded the appointment of F. King
Alexander to the University's presidential position, his actions since taki ng
office this year have helped soothe any
resentment.
Most recently, Alexander gained
respect by declining to accept tenure
from the Board of Regents and choosing
to cancel an inauguration ceremony
because of budget cuts.
Tenure refers to the job security typically offered to established, decorated
and/or experienced facu lty. Since tenure
makes it much more difficult to fire an
employee, a tenured faculty member has
more freedom to experiment with teaching techniques or alternate educational

formats. The status protects the employee from being dismissed except for serious misconduct or incompetence.
Alexander said he believes the president and faculty should be careful when
recommending tenure and promotion to
the Board of Regents.
By turning down the status, Alexander
has .shown he follows through with his
motives. In addition, it gives the impression he will be more apt to deal fairly
with tenure decisions in the future.
Turning down an expensive inauguration ceremony also shows Alexander's
interest is directed toward what is best
for the University and its employees.
Thousands of dollars will be saved by
not planning an elaborate ceremony of

speakers, catered banquets and decorations.
Foregoing the unnecessary ceremony
makes sense; most other departments
have been forced Lo cut actual necessities
out of their budgets to meet the 5 percent
cut.
In addition, canceling the inauguration
reinforces Alexander's image as the likeable, personable, common-man president
to whom everyone can relate. It keeps his
status more low-key.
Alexander is on the right track to gaining the support and respect of faculty and
students. Hopefully, the money saved
from the inauguration wi ll be funneled
back into programs that aide the faculty
and staff.
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PosiT ION:
IT'S IRONIC MURRAY
STATE IS UNDER FIRE
FOR AN ACT
PROMPTED BY A
PREVIOUS
UNIVERSITY
INCIDENT.

According to Webster s Third New ondary institutions to send an "imme- sity incident.
Misinterpreting the definition of
lmemational Dictionary. the third def- diate" notification of a fire to the state
inition of ..immediate" is "occurring, fire marshal's office.
"immediate" may be the problem. If it
When White College had a minor is true the University waited half a day
acting or accomplishing without loss
of time."
fire almost a month ago, the state fire before notifying the state fire marAccording to Gail Minger, whose marshal's office did not receive an e- shal's office, the administration better
son Michael died as a resu lt of the mail notification of the fire until near- have a good excuse ready.
Sept. 18. 1998, Hester College fire, ly 12 hours after the incident.
Of all the Universities to be under
Now, Murray State is under investi- investigation for the Minger Act. one
''immediate" does not describe actions
taken by the University to inform the gation by the state housing. buildings wou ld not think Murray State would
state fire marshal's office of the recent and construction department for a vio- be one of them.
lation of the Michael Minger Act.
It would be embarrassing to be the
White College fire on Feb. 4.
The Michael Minger Act, which was
Ironically, Murray State is under fire institution that prompled a legislative
passed two years ago as a resu lt of the for breaking the very act that was act through an unfonunate incident,
Hester College fire, requires postsec- written because of a previous Univer- and then the first to violate it.

Chuck Jones dies, so do good cartoons
Getting up early on a Saturday
didn ' t use to be a question. By
the time the sun streamed
through the windows, 1 was
already puddling to the living
room in slippers and a Bugs
Bunny nightshirt, getting ready
to immerc;e myself in cartoon~
for the next .several hours.
No. this was not last weekend.
but 12 to 16 years ago when Saturday morning cartoons meant
welcoming the weekend by
watching animated comedians in
a string or captivating episodes.
There were Smurfs. There was
He-Man. There was ScoobyDoo. Be'il of all. there was Bugs
Bunny and all the other classic
Looney Tunes characters.
Last Friday. Chuck Jones. the
animator who gave us these staple charncters of cartoon culture,
dic:d at age: 8\J.
At the age when cartoon !ascination rc:ached its pinnacle, most

of us were too young to read the
credits, but Jones was a lways
there. He developed Bugs Bunny.
Daffy Duck. Elmer Fudd, Wile
E. Coyote and also worked on the
Torn and Jerry characters.
Jone!->· death is sobering. but
equally unfortunate is the lack of
quality in cartoons in general
since Jones' heyday.
Bugs Bunny and the others
were superbly animated, and
although l know other people
wwte the scripts. the characters'
animation illustrated their personalities.
Daffy Duck's perpetual smirk
illustrated his vain uims for fame
and fl)rtune. Wile E. Coyote's
gaunt build and de!tperate actions
illustrated his carnivorous desire
for Roadrunner.
Now, kids mu.,t reap enjoyment out of irritatingly simple
cartoons such as the Power Puff
girls and Pokemon. Cartoons like

Nickelodeon's Sponge Bot> lack and popular even with older gennot only the artistry of their pre- eration.;, but I'll support Jones'
decessors, but funny plot lines as Marvin the Martian over these
well.
space-aged ninnies any day.
Maybe it's because I'm older
Watching ''The Bugs Bunny
and a traditionalist when it comes and Tweety Show" when I was a
to my "funnies," but I just don't kid was always the entertainment
see any of the uniqueness in during my hou<:ehold chores; I
recent cartoons that Jones pro- would crane my neck from slowly dusting the mantelpiece to
duced in his characters.
While it was sometimes sar- continue watching the program.
castically funny. I still found
I could absorb Daffy and Elmer
myself nearly unable to watch episode.s over and over again and
"Ren and Stimpy" because of the still laugh. Adult humor as well
disgusting antics on the show as kid appeal and good animation
and its scribbly animation. 1 made these predecessor cartoons
wanted to watch cartonns to unique and entertaining.
laugh. not to be grossed out.
Chuck Jones will be rememSimilarly. subjecting children bered for his quality work. even
to the bugged-out eyeballs and if it was not continued by later
tire-screeching voices of the illustrators.
"Power Puff' girl' seems more
like a punishment for not cleaning their rooms than sought-after
entertainment.
Erin Richards i.\ the opinion editor
llcnow the cartoon became hip for "The Murray Swte News."
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ShuHie service needs improvement
In My

Opinion

MARIANNA
CHRYSILIOU
''INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS ARE
UNPRODUCTIVaY
FORCED TO WAIT
FOR DREARY,
MIND-NUMBING
HOURS IN AN
•

AIRPORT THEY
HAVE COME TO
HATE."

If Donald Trump is your uncle, your father is in each destination and the sitting extremely close
the Italian mafia or you swim in oil tanks in the to an ex-convict who constantly tries to sell you
privacy of your own back yard, this won't con- stolen merchandise for half of the nine-hour
cern you.
flight (the rest of the time be is snoring in your
Unfortunately, I do not fall into any of the ear).
above categories, although I sometimes pretend
Now you are stranded. Dirty. Tired. Plus. the
the ring on my finger isn't going to rust by the airline accidentally sent your luggage to Timbuk·
end of the week (ifs real gold, honest).
tu - an unfortunate mistake that nobody except
Let's face it. college life is expensive and you really cares about.
we're all on a tight budget. Yet my main concern
The icing on the cake is thatlbe shuttle has left
is that being crowned an international student at without you. There is only one shuttle each day.
Murr.ty State squeezes out every drop of glamour There are roughly 400 international students.
that comes with the title. It simply states one · The most recent shuttle took students to the airthing: you will pay · a lot.
port on three days. the 19, 20 and 21 of Decem· Jam ao;king for a few minutes of your time as I ber 2001, and picked students up from Nashville
address a topic of international flavor for a on Jnn. 12 and 13, 2002.
change. Those of you who are prompt, precise
Shuttles are scheduled to leave the Curris Cennnd goal-oriented should be finished reading and ter parking lot at I:! a.m. and arrive in Nashville at
retlecting in five minutes.
10:30 a.m. Fair enough: If you live in the Curris
Others will need a little longer since one of the Center.
•
joys of college is the ability to switch off for
Realistically, students have to carry their lugextremely long periods of time, simply because gage to the parking lot. Hail or snow. there they
of laziness. (I must say I identify most with the go. Furthermore, the fact the shuttle leaves at 8
second group; I am proud.)
a.m. doesn't trouble students who have early
I want to look at a matter that affects many, but afternoon flights. but what about the individuals
few acknowledge. A great concern for many who depart later in the evening or early the next
international students at Mumty State i:; the mat- morning? They are unproductively forced to wait
ter of transportation to and from Nashville on the for dreary. mind-numbing hours in an airport that
scheduled dates of their international nights.
they have come to dread.
Students that do not have cars rely on transI have slept on the uncomfortable seating facil·
portation provided by lbe International Students ities in the airport before. It's no party. And I can
Office, located in Woods Hall. in order to arrive imagine that it's not particularly safe, either.
and be picked up promptly; however, there have
And this is where the matter of expense
been repeated cases where students have found emerges. The shuttle costs $35 each way. Since
themselves stranded at the airport for long hours taxis cost $350 dollars each way, I guess shuttle
or left in Nashville overnight.
prices are reasonable considering the alternaPicture arriving in Nashville after switching tives. Shuttle. taxi, going on foot. Shuttle, taxi,
three airplanes, surviving the four-hour delays in foot. There are no alternatives.

'.Cover songs'
cause people to
forget originals
In My

Opinion

EMILY
BLACK

"DOES THIS
MEAN THE
GENERATION
BEHIND US WILL
GROW UP
BELIEVING
BRITNEY IS
RESPONSIBLE FOR
CLASSICS, THAT
MADONNA'S
'AMERICAN PrE'
IS THE ORIGINAL
AND THAT
MICHAEL
j ACKSON NEVER
SANG 'SMOOTH
CRIMINAL?'"

A couple of weeks ago, my best friend decided to
~omehow talk me into taking a trip down memory lane
and returning to a place that we called home throughout most of our elementary school days: the Murray
skating rink.
Why ( said yes to this invitation, I' II never truly
know; however, having to put on smelly, pre-worn
roller skates would not be my most tragic experience
of the night. Sadly, the worse part of the evening was
still to come.
Not being an avid roller skater myself. I decided to
camp out at the Ms. Pac-Man arcade game until my
friend had put in enough skating time to satisfy her for
the next ten years. That is when I heard it: a cover of
the Joan Jett cla~sic. ''I Love Rock 'N' Roll," sung by
none other than Britney Spears.
When I first heard the announcer say. "And here's
the new one by Britney, 'I Love Rock 'N' Roll' ;• my
blood ran cold. For one thing. it sounded terrible, and
for another, this song was not the "new one by Brit·
ney," this song is a classic by one of the greatest female
rock 'n' roll stars of aU time.
As I stood there staring at Ms. Pac-Man and trying
to ketp my composure, my friend skated up to me and
!.aid something that will haunt me forever: '"The saddest thing about this b that a whole generation of girls
are going to think that she originally sang this song."
This statement made me stop and wonder, is there
something wrong with cover songs?
Of course, no matter how hard we try to deny it.
there is at least one cover song out there that we all
think is better than the original. However, I like to
think that the largest percentage or the intelligent population would at least pick a decent cover song to
covet. not a total rip-off of a cla~sic.
This is not even Spears' first violation dealing with
cover songs. About a year ago she released her version
of the Rolling Stones classic, ..(1 Can't Get No) Salis·
faction." which also was horrible.
I might not have such a problem with Britney's covers if I fell she actually had any re!iipect for the artist
whose songs she was recording; but. I have heard that
when she was asked why she chose to cover "I Love
Rock 'n' Roll," she actually said it was because she
loves Pat Benetar.
I have a hard time imagining that if Britney herself
does not know whose song she is recon:ling. that her
fans know any better either. •
Does this mean the generation behind us will grow
up believing Britney is responsible for classics, that
Madonna'li "American Pie"' is the original and Michael
Jackson never sang "Smooth Criminal"?
I know Britney herself is not solely responsible fOr
this problem. Every generation has pop stars that take
a classic song and make it their own.
Throughout time, bands have recorded cover songs,
and I am not saying they should quit recording them,
but it would be nice if the original artist received some
of the attention for his or her hard work.
However, maybe there is some light at the end of the
tunnel. Maybe I am just too quick to judge this younger
generation. I have to remember there was a brief time
in my life when I actually believed Vanilla Ice's "Ice.
Ice Baby" was an onginal song, not just the music of
David Bowie's "Under Pressure" with poorly written
rap lyrics recorded over it, and that Tiffany wall the
artist originally behind "I Think We're Alone Now."
Most of us quickly grew out of this pha-.e and hopefully, so will the generation behind us.

Emily Black is the college life editor for "The Murray
State News. •·

There are some additional costs not outlined.
Students who arrive after 6 p.m. (the shuttle
leaves Nashville at this time) are forced to either
carve out holes in cardboard boxes and sit in
them until 6 p.m. the next day. or spend a minimum of $56 to stay at some random hotel.
Including the shuttle fees. it may cost a student
$ 147 to•travel to and from Murray, which is a
substantial amount of what the ticket itself costs.
This is why so many students expect something
to be done to minimize the costs and reduce the
burdens associated with distant traveling. lt is
bard enough to travel hour after endless hour.
One does not need to carry the extra load of
accommodating oneself in a strangely distinct
environment.
If I thought my case was hopeless, I would be
sitting comfortably on my couch right now scoffing down chocolates and watching reruns of "I
Love Lucy." To be honest, I would probably hesitate emphasizing such a controversial topic if it
weren't a recurring problem for international students.
We can't merely place the blame on workers in
the International Students Office because they
are doing the best they can with the limited funds
they have. Alternative solutions should be found,
such as arrangements to have students picked up
outside their dorms or places of residence,
instead of at the Curris Center.
More shuttles should do the rounds at more
reasonable hours, and shuttles should be available over a broader date range. This includes
Spring Break and Fall Break, as no shuttles are
available at these times, even though the need for
them is evident.
Dilemmas such as this one are hidden because
most students may lack confidence, English pro-

ficiency or feel they are not in the position to
complain.
In addition, others experience a tremendous
culture shock upon their arrival, which may be
harsh and continuous. Therefore. they are less
likely to voice their complaints or tend to tum to
the wrong departments.
Some solutions or compromises must be
sought. Since international students pay out-ofstate tuition fees, I am certain a small portion of
this money can be used for such a worthy cause.
White picket fences can be built later. More students should be assisted now.
Traveling expenses are already high. Some
believe if students are here, they can afford anything the University asks them to dish out Think
again.
International students work their butts off, too.
They don't have money to throw away. And it is
the responsibility of the school to provide adequate transportation services.
Students are paying $70 for the shuttle and
should get their money's worth from the service.
Let's not steal candy from a baby and claim it's
because the sugar wiJI·rot teeth.
Alternatives must be found to make students
feel more secure financially and psychologically,
as the culture clash alone is enough to make a
number of students nervous about traveling.
Students usually take extremely long flights in
order to reach their destination, and a school with
Murray State's reputation should not leave students feeling stranded, as the school's image
itself will be put at risk.
Marianna Chrysi/iou is a junior psychology

major from Cyprus.
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Wal-mart, Murray State lots
bring out drivers' bad behavior
.

I am a very non-violent person for the
most pan. I have never really thrown a
punch, nor do I wish to. Some people
would say that makes me a wuss, and
those people would be bigger than me.
I do, however. get very angry at Walmart, but to this point never violent. It
would be easy to attack employees there,
as many are smaller than me. But
instead, my problem comes from the customers.
It starts in the parking lot. Let me preface the following statement by making it
known that I am handicapped, or at least
in the "technical" sense. I am legally
blind. so I have a little personal incentive
in getting angry at the jerks that park in
spots for the handicapped.
jUSTIN
Even worse than the jerks. that park
YOUNG
without tags are the ones who have
received tags through some grave injus• "MosT
tice of bureaucratic America. I am sorry,
but being fat and/or laz.y does not classiHUMOROUS ARE
fy you as handicapped.
THE DRIVERS AT
I suppose there is a chance many of
these
people have a handicapped person
W AL-MART WHO
in their family, but if that person is not in
COMPLAIN
the car at the moment, it doesn't count.
ABOUT THE GAS Those drivers must go to the back of the
lot like the rest of the lemmings and
PRICES AND
migrate with the herd back toward the
automatic doors on foot.
THEN PROCEED
I suppose if I were a handicapped perTO CIRCLE THE
$On looking for a spot, this would make
PARKING LOT
me even angrier, but the DMV has this
FOR 30 MINUTES nasty rule about not awarding licenses to
those who can't see. But I do know some
TRYING TO FIND handicapped drivers who complain about
this practice and they are completely jusA SPOT 20 FEET
tified in being angry.
CLOSER.' ~
Now, I am sure Jam not the only one
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who has ever considered going Tonya
Harding on these people and popping a
few knee~ with an inanimate carbon rod
- Wal-mart's parking lot is fuU of them,
surely. Then they would at least have a
reason to park in the handicap spaces.
There is nnother problem in the parking lots, and it can even be found on
campus. The problem is with the "spot
sharks" that stalk you. lam all for a close
parking spot. I suspect it is naturally
ingrained into our heads, this need to be
the closest
It's like we're all playing Russian
horseshoes or something. If you don't
get the closest, your spot may have the
bullet in it.
Most humorous are the drivers at Walmart who complain about the gas prices
and then proceed to circle the parking lot
for 30 minutes trying to find a spot 20
feet closer. This would all be fine if it
were raining, snowing, sleeting, and hail·
ing outside, and maybe if we were in
Hell. But! think most of us can make the
walk.
But oh, not the spot sharks. They trail
you the moment you walk out of the
store, and they follow you through the
parking lot. What is going through their
heads? Are they hoping they are following the one sap that stumbled across the
front row spot? lr's dang creepy.
It's even worse on campus. I live less
than a block off campus, so I walk to
cla~s every day (again. that DMY issue
helps my decision). Sometimes, it is
fao;ter for me to cut through a parking lot
to class.
But the moment I set foot into the lot I
have four cars following me. and they

exhibit a subtlety about what lbey're
doing equal to a Pro Thunderball match.
I started off nice about it, and 1 would
somehow try to signal I wasn't parked
anywhere nearby, but to no avail. Often
the cars will follow me until I leave the
parking lot, and then you .will hear them
angrily squeal their wheels as they realize they've been had by a parking~lot
David Copperfield.
1 assure you, I am not blocking lbeir
way. I have even walked in between the
parked cars before, just to make sure
there was no way I was impeding anyone. That's when I noticed their almost
Christine-like obsession with my every ·
move.
So, of course. I take advantage of iL
That's probably me you see walking
slowly, then taking off into a run, and
then doubling back in the parking lot. I
hope their transmissions blow out trying
to change gears and keep up.
Campus parking is a bit different
because there simply isn't anywhere to
park close or far away. It still doesn't
excuse stalking innocent students
already fleeing from class.
Better than wasting all this time and
energy figuring better ways to park closer, one could spend his or her time purchasing one of the new Honda or Toyota
hybrid gasoline/electric cars. That also
would make the world a better place.
There, now maybe the liberals will
leave T1_lC alone for a couple of weeks.

Justin Young is a senior electronic jour·
na/ism major from Paducah.
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Pilot program offers Republicans gather for dinner
unique opportunity
BY S EVERO AVILA
STAFF WRITER

As many Murray State students
throw caution, and their bodies, to
the wind by leaping out of planes
when Laking part in the sky-diving
club, another program has surfaced with the intention of keeping
those students inside the airplane.
The BE A PILOT program, with
headquarters in Washington, D.C.,
is designed to introduce interested
persons to pi toting. The program
offers an introductory flying Jesson for $49, promising students
the opportunity to "soar with the
eagles and escape the frantic pace
of campus life."
The program, started in 1997, is
a national program offered
through more than 1,710 independently owned and operated flight
schools.
The nearest participating flight
school to Murray State is Midwest
Aviation Services out of Barkley
Regional Airport in Paducah.
Seth Brown, flight instructor for
Midwest Aviation, said the program has not been as successful
for his company as expected.
"We've been a part of the BE A
PILOT program for about two
years," Brown said. "So far the
program for us hasn't worked as
well as local advertising. We get
most of our students through pre-

us

vious customers and word-ofmouth."
In the wake of the recent terrorist attacks, there has been concern
about airport and aircraft security.
Brown said, however. that Midwest Aviation has not altered its
policies.
"We still encourage anyone
interested in flight training to
come out and give it a try," Brown
said. "We haven't changed anything yet due to the attacks. Currently we do not screen new students. But depending on what the
future holds, we may have to
employ that policy."
Gary Beckett, senior account
executive at Barton Gilanelli &
Associates, the public relations
firm representing the program.
said some screening does take
place.
"The flight school also w ill ask
for identification and INS paperwork for anyone who is a non-resident alien," Beckett said. "A
flight school cannot deny someone
access to flight training due to
their gender, nationality or religious beliefs - that's discrimination."
To receive the introductory lesson for $49, register for an Introductory Flight Certificate by visit·
ing the BE A PrLOT Web site at
www .beapilot.com.

:p:::,:N.ndU.S Dffijlllt.
n lm·

Sen. Mitch McConnell were on

campus Saturday evening to
address the large crowd of area
Republicans at the Jackson Purchase Lincoln Day Dinner.
Sen. Bob Leeper (R-Paducah),
who is seeking re-election in
November, was on hand to introduce Whitfield.
Whitfield began by thanking the
crowd for the continuous support he
and other Republican party members have received throughout the
years.
"I think that this crowd provides
adequate evidence that we do have
a party that continues to pick up
momentum as we go, and that is
because we represent the best interest of people, whether they be
minorities, whether they be poor,
whether they be businessmen,.
whatever they may be," Whitfield
said. "I think that our party is growing in stature because we have a
good cross-repre.~entation of the
interests of suburbia."
Whitfield addressed some of the
problems that occur in Washington
stemming from lack of bipartisanship.
"We've sent a lot of legislation in
Washington over to the United
States Senate," Whitfield said.
"We've sent an economic stimulus
package over there twice. We've
sent a fann biU over there. We've
sent an·energy bill over there, and

Karri Wurth/The News

U. S. Rep. Ed Whitfield speaks to a crowd of RepubiJcans at the
annual Jackson Purchase Lincoln Day Dinner Saturday.
because our party is no longer m
control over there, and lhe Democrats are, there has not been a whole
lot of action on those bills that are
vitally important to our country."
Whitfield said although his time
in office continues to be a great
challenge. he believes a variety of
posjtive improvements have been
made in the country.
"I am convinced with lhe leadership of George Bush that we're
going to continue to make great
strides to make America everything
that America needs to be." Whitfield snid.
Whitfield presented a Republican
award to Jackie Oliver on behalf of
her husband. Lewis, for his distinguished military career.

"These men have done what
many have tried to do for so long.
They have found my mute button,"
Oliver said. "I just like to say that
I'm so very proud, and Lewis
would be, too. r d like to thank all
of you."
Oliver also was presented with an
American flag, which Whitfield
said had been flown over the U.S.
Capitol.
As
Whitfield
introduced
McConnell a.-; the primary speaker
for the night. the crowd all stoOd to
sing "Happy Birthday" to the senator, who had celebrated his birthday
days earlier
McConnell began by discussin~
Kentucky's delegation.

"If your math is pretty good, that
means we've got one Democrat left
in this delegation from Kentucky,
and that's one Democrat too
many." McConnell said.
McConnell said too many politicians rely on past performance to
get them re-elected.
"Nobody gets elected on gratitude," McConnell said. "You
always have to be looking forward.
and you can't go out and just brag
about all you've done and expect
people to elect you. Every election
is about lhl! luture, not the past."
McConnell said in the wake of
the Sept. I J tragedies, Whitfield
and he have visited Fort Campbell
several times to see what improvemenlo; need to be made.
"Ed Whitfield and I have been
going down to Fort Campbell and
puuing our hands through lhose
flimsy walls on those barracks, and
there's no question that a lot needs
to be done.''
McConnell said there is nothing
that needs to be added to what happened that day that has not already
been seen, butt he said what followed was most remarkable.
"A complete transformation of
America."
McConnell
said.
"Maybe there are a few people
here old enough to remember
World War II. I'm told we had this
kind of national unity then. but I
haven't witnessed it. We have it
today, national unity. J thought
maybe this would be gone by now,
but it hasn't faded yet."

Career fair suffers from slimming job market
B Y TAYLOR MARI E EWING
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
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Although Tuesday's Career
Fair had fewer employers than
previous years~ job-hunting students and graduates can still be
successful.
Career Services Director Ross
Meloan said about 53 employers
were at this year's Career Fair,
whereas more than 70 participated last year.
Meloan said there are several
reasons why the Career Fair, and
job market in general, has experienced a decrease in opportunities. Acts of terrorism, Japan's

economic difficulties and the
collapse of several dot-com
companies are some of the factors .
..9-11 is still having an impact
on today's economy," Meloan
said. "People just aren't as sure
as they were a year or two years
ago about the state of the U.S.
and world economies."
Meloan said the media's
depiction of the economy also
had a strong effect o n companies' participation.
"The government, through the
media, has sparked quite a bit of
interest in the economy and
downplayed the negative sides

of that, however, within the last
two weeks we've seen somewhat
of a turnaround with regard to
projections for the second and
third quarters this year," Meloan
said. "As a result, yesterday,
three or four more companies
decided to come (to the Career
Fair) thinking about h iring
potential graduates within the
next six months."
Meloan said the state of the
economy should not prevent students from taking their job
search seriously.
"That's an easy way to accept
defeat in the job search process,"
Meloan said. "(Students) can

•
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blame it on the economy; therefore, they won't find a job and
they won't do what it is they set
out to do four years ago."
Meloan said although graduates may not make as much
money initially as those from
previous years, there are jobs
available for students willing to
put in the effort.
"True. I think the opportunities are going to be different;
thef won't be as plentiful,"
Meloan s:lid . ..If you're willing
to be flexible and you 'IJ do your
research, there's a good chance
you'll find :;omething that you
like."

Meloan said Career Ser vices
prepares students for their job
search after graduation by helping them obtain experience
throughout their years at Murray
State.
"Career Services has been
there for them since they were
freshman. The seniors that have
been doing that over the last four
years, through co-ops and
internships. are probably going
to be the people who la nd the
kinds of jobs they're looking
for," Meloan said. "The process
is easy to do, and (students) are
paying for it anyway."
Radio/TV major Eric Daugh-

erty, senior from Madisonville,
said he attended the Career Fair
because he is graduating in May
and needs a job, but was not successful in finding a job at the
fair.
"There wasn't anything interesting to me or from my field,"
Daugherty said.
Daugherty said although the
job market is not as strong as it
has been in past years, he is not
worried about findi ng a job after
he graduates.
"I'm oot as worried as I
should be," Daugheny said.
"I'm more focused on graduating: one goal at a time."

s
EstabUshed to honor students who have made an
outstanding contribution in service and leadership to the
university campus.

Dedicated staffers sought for yearbook.
With the 2002 Shield yearbook finished, the Shield is looking for smart, talented and dedicated individuals to produce the 2003 Shield. We're looking
f?r people interested in writing, editingAesign and photography. Paid positions include:

Criteria:

Editor in Chief
Lead Designer
Assistant Designers
Section Editors
Photographers
Writers
Copy Editor

1. Must be a December 2001 or May 2002 graduate.
2 . Must be a person whose catnpus activities indicate
leadership.
3. Must be a person who promotes change. (Can
accomplish goals and is of service to students and
faculty.

Ajournalism major is NOTrequired. Pick up an applicationat the Shield office, 228( Wilson Hall, or contact JustinToonat 762-4495for more information.

4. Grade point average is of no consideration.

App6cations are available in the Student Government
Association office. Three letters of recommendation
(from peers, instructors, or whomever you like)
validating the nominee's leadership capabilities must
be submitted by

the yearbook of
murray state university
228CWilson Hall
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 762-4495
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Restaurant options NPR
continually increasing

speaker talks radio

BY SEVERO AVILA
STAFF WRITER

BY ADAM MATHIS
STAFF WRITER

Dining options in Murray just keep on
commg.
Three restaurants, Ryan's Family Steak
House, Huddle House and The Keg Bar
and Grill Inc., are preparing to open or have
opened.
"We' re sure excited about it (the new
restaurants) and hope it continues," said
Don Elias. city administrator.
Ryan's, located in front of Lowe's Home
Improvement Warehouse. opened Feb. 20
and employs 149 people, said Renee Shinn.
.
• Ryan's manager.
Construction on Huddle House began
last December, and the restaurant will be
located next to Long John Silver's A&W.
Huddle House will be open 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, and will serve a full
range of food, including breakfast dishes at
all hours.
The restaurant ~hould open approximately the set."'nd week of March and is expected to employ 35 to 40 people. said Tom
Waldrop, Huddle House property owner.
"I thought (Murray) was a good mix of
people. hometown people and college students both." said Jeremy Dudley, Huddle
House franchisee.
The Keg Bar and Grill Inc.• a barbecue
restaurant, also is moving to Murray and

A representative of National
will be located in front of Lowe's. The Keg
will employ 15 to 20 people and is sched- Public Radio visited Murray
uled to open April 15, owner Steve Mason State's campus this week and
spoke to students at a public
said.
"I felt like Murray is a growing town; it forum Feb. 25.
would be a good place for a restaurant like
Doug Mitchell. project manthat," Mason said.
ager for NPR. visited the camThe sudden insurgence of restaurants pus as part of the journalism
into Murray may be because of the ani val and mass communications
of other retail stores and restaurantc;, Elias department's Broadcasters-insaid.
. Residence program. Apart
"I think the new ones (restaurants) that from visits to Calloway Counhave come are doing good business," Elias ty High School's broadcast
said. "We (city officials) feel very positive facilities,
Murray State's
that it is attracting new customers to the WKMS radio station and sevMurray area."
eral classroom discussions, the
The process of locating a restaurant to highlight of Mitchell's brief
the ciry can be lengthy, Elias said.
stay at Murray State was the
In order for any restaurant to move to public forum in the Freed Curd
Murray, the building must meet certain cri- Auditorium.
teria. Elias said. For a restaurant to locate in
The forum, tided "The Next
Murray, it must meet city requirements, Generation: Public Radio and
have site approval from the Planning and the Media of the Future,"
Engineering Department and obtain a offered Mitchell the opportunibuilding permit and business license.
ty to speak to students about
Requirements include zoning laws, spe- the growing popularity of pubcialized sanitation, state codes, etc., said lic radio.
Pearly McClure, city building official.
"Ideas are a rare commodiMcClure said Krystal's, a hamburger ty," Mitchell said. "How do
restaurant. may possibly locate in Murray.
you get them out there?"
While these businesses are coming to
Mitchell said one way was
Murray. an existing establishment, Thai's through public radio. He
Comer, is closing, Elias said.

.
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been more of a sense of
empowerment on their part."
Mitchell encouraged anyone
interested in the field to get
their foot in the door.
"That's the most important
thing," Mitchell said. "Getting
in is difficult, but if you can
get in, you're in for good."
Tessa Hack. sophomore
from Paducah, attended the
forum, but was not sure what
to expect.
"At first, I have to admit I
wasn't particularly interested
in public radio," Hack said.
"But after listening to Mr.
Mitchell, I must say, the things
he talked about were very
intriguing. I'll definitely be
looking into this field .•·
Mitchell concluded his discussion with words of advice
Jenny Hahn/The News to students.
"If you do · more than one
Doug Mitchell, a representative of National Public Radio, thing. you can find a job,"
speaks to Murray State students at a foru~ Monday.
Mitchell said. "This is not a
good time to look for a job. so
stressed the growing populari- ed numbers.
ty of the medium and said pub"Women malce up about 80 don't limit yourself. Learn as
lie radio is not only a career percent of NPR's work force," much as you possibly can
opportunity in an ever-dimio- Mitchell said. "1 don't know about the field."
Said Mitchell: "Everything
~shing job market, but it is also
what it is that draws them to
a popular field for female jour- this field. In fact, we're seeing is possible, but you have to put
nalists, who are now flocking more women in the field of the work in. Set goals, stick to
to that medium in unprecedent- joumaUsm in general. There's them and work hard."

Organization striveS to renew downtown area
BY TIM

SINIARD

CONmiBUnNG WRITER
Murray Main Street is leading revitalization efforts in downtown Murray,
proving that restoration translates to
profits.
Robin Taffler, manager of the threeand-a-half-year-old non-profit organi7..aUon spearheading preservation and
urban planning, said every dollar
invested in Murray's downtown district has generated more jobs and ten
dollars in revenue from increased
occupancy rates in fonnerly empty
buildings.
"We have been able to add 25 more
jobs to Murray's economy," Taffler
said. "Our efforts have been able to put
people to work, and that benefits
everyone."
Murray's Chamber of Commerce.
which was instrumental in the forma-

tion of Murray Main Street. recognized the imponance of creating an
organization that would promote
restoration. Chamber member Joe
Williams said the city needed a pro·
gram to restore the importance of its
downtown and seek money for renewal.
"We needed to take advantage of
funding that was available to cities
needing to revitalize their downtown
area~." Williams said. He added that
Governor Patton had been supportive
in efforts to gain funding for the project and that the Main Street model had
been tested and successful in other
c1lies.
Stressing function as well as architecrural beaury, Murray Main Street is
working to restore buildings that not
only will be pleasing to the eye, but
u.o;eful.
• "We are calling Courthouse Square

the Renaissance District and hope to
attraCt tenants with professions as w~ll
as restaurants and other establishments," Taffler said.
"We are adding addilionaJ spaces
for parking that are well-lit and safe for
visitors. In addition, we are widening
sidewalks and constructing crosswalks
that will be safer for pedestrians to
cross from one side of the street to the
other."
Many projects are already completed, including newly restored facades
on the State Farm Insurance Office and
the Pierce-Wright Accounting Firm
located on Main Street. Both buildings
had metal siding removed from their
exteriors, exposing brick walls and
windows that allow sunlight to enter
the upper floors.
Taffler said removing siding from
the upper floors of downtown buildings would provide opportunities for

additional office space as well as room
for apartments.
"Many of the buildings were
remodeled many years ago with
metal siding to make them look like
mall stores. and when the upper floor
windows were covered, it ki lied off
any way to have businesses or apartments upstairs," Taffler said..
The Calloway Counry Counhouse is
also receiving a facelift.
"The Calloway County Courthouse
has the distinction of being the only
courthouse in the state of Kentucky to
receive federal funds from the U.S.
Department of Transportation,"
Tafller said.
Taffler said it is hoped that making
the sidewalks and crosswalk~> more
people-friendly will attract people to
the Renaissance District, increase local
business sales and generate attendance
at future summer festivals.

Karri Wurt'n/The Ne~

Murray's downtown receives a facellft. Murray Main Street
manager Robin Tamer said the Renaissance District revitalization should help stimulate the city's economic growth.

Undergraduate Research and S:cholarly Activity Office
Building Academic Excellence Through Faculty-Mentored Student Research, Scholarship and Creative Work
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Registration Deadline: March 15, 2002
Share your scholarly, creative and research Ideas, develop your presentation
skills and build your resume by participating In Scholars' Week. Presentation
formats Include: oral presentations, posters, exhibits and performances.
Undergraduate and graduate students in all colleges and schools are
encouraged to participate. In addition, consider entering the Sigma Xi Poster
competition and the MSU Technology Cup. Further Information and an
online registration form can be found on the URSA home page.

CALL FOR PROPOSALS

URSA GRANTS
Application Deadline: April 10, 2002
Are you an undergraduate who would like to work on a faculty-mentored
research, scholarly or creative project over the summer or during the

T

upcoming fall term? Does your project require financial support for

s

0

Announcing the NEW

Scholars' Week

equipment, supplies, travel or a library search? Apply today for an URSA
GRANT of up to $400. The URSA program anticipates funding up to 10
awards. Application materials and additional Information can be found by
clicking on the URSA GRANT Icon on the URSA home page.
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FACULTY PROJECTS
Web Page
Engaging undergraduates In scholarly, creative and research projects
provides students with extremely valuable learning experiences. To make
Murray State students aware of your Interest In providing them with one
of these Important educational opportunities, the URSA Office
has just created the Faculty Projects web page.
With our convenient online form, listing your project or general area of
scholarly, creative or research Interest will only take a few minutes. You
will find the form on the URSA home page listed under
the Faculty Projects Icon.
Listing a project or your area of scholarly activity on the Faculty Projects
web page Is also an excellent way to find the bright, motivated student who
will help you move your scholarly endeavors forward.

Please list a project or area of
scholarly interest today.
Room 20, TRIO Building •. 762-3192

URSA Home Page: http://campus.murraystate.edu/services/ursa/ • - - - - - - -

College Life
Ministry takes Olympic-sized trip

CollEGE LIFE Eorroa: EMilY StACK
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ASSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR: SCOTT G IBSON
PHONE:

This Week
•Cinema International- "The Color of
Paradise," 7:30 p.m.
Free admission.
•Diversity DinnerSaba' i Student Association. 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center third
floor. Free admission.
•Play- "Pinocchio,"
8 p.m., Playhouse in
the Park. $8 for students, $9 for adults.

esabtrday
• Blast Crom the
Past- 7 to I0 p.m.,
Beshear Gym. Free
admission. $1 if not
dressed from the past.
•Cinema International- "'The Color of
Paradise," 7:30 p.m.
Free admission.
•Play- "Pinocchio,"
8 p.m., Playhouse in
the Park. $8 for students, $9 for adults.

•snndQ
•Bible Study- 9 a.m.,
University Church of
Christ
•Bible Study- Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Ultimate FrisbeeUltimate Frisbee tournament. 1 to 6 p.m.,
Intramural Complelt.
$5 entry fee.
•Worship Servke- 7
p.m., Murray Christian
Fellowship
House.

•RCA- Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room.

•tuesda,
•Choral FestivalQuad State Junior
Choral
Festival,
Lovett Auditorium.
•Exam- GED, 7:45
a.m.. Ordway Hall
lobby.
•Faculty
SenateFaculty Senate meeting, 3:30 p.m., Curris
Center
Barkley
Room.
•CABCampus
Activities
Board
Meeting. 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room.

• wednesday
•Exam- GED, 7:45
a.m.. Ordway Hall
lobby.
•SGA- Student Government Association
Senate meeting, 5
p.m.. Curris Center
Barkley Room.
•Band
ConcertSymphonic Band and
Jazz Band II Concert.
8 p.m.. Lovett Auditorium. Free admission.
•Worship Service- 7
p.m.• Murray Christian
Fellowship
House.

762-4480
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BY EMILY BLACK
COllEGE liFE EDITOR

While most students were stuck at home
watching the Olympics on TV. a Murray
State student and an alumnus had the opportunity to experience the winter games first
hand
Brian Finch, senior from Hopkinsville, and
Jonathan Clark. 2000 graduate from Hopkinsville, stayed in Salt Lake City from Feb.
8 to Feb. 16 to perform with Global Outreach
Ministries.
"It was great.'' Finch said. "People came
just to be there during the Olympics. It didn•t
matter if they were getting to see an event or
not, everyone just wanted to be in Salt Lake
during the Olympics."
Brian and Jonathan Ministries is the music
of Finch and Clark. Finch plays guitar and
sings and Clark performs a variety of African
and Latin-American hand percussion.
"We played at coffee houses, Internet cafes
and on street stages and did some administrative stuff," Finch said. "Global Outreach gave
an invitation to be involved, and we decided
to take them up on it."
Global Outreach is a ministry program tha~
affords students the opportunity to work as
performers and missionaries to visitors and
locals during the O lympics.
The organization brought in more than
1,000 volunteers during the Olympics. G lobal Outreach participates in activities such as
performance arts, hospitality, visitor information services. fan entertainment and hotel and
resort outreach.
"I got to work with Global Outreach during
the summer games in Atlanta in 1996," Finch
said. " It was a great experience."
Although this was Finch and Clark's ftrst
time performing together at the O lympics. it
was not their first time performing together.
"Jonathan has probably known me as long
as I've been alive," Finch said. "He is a couple of years older than me. but we both grew
up in the same town."
Finch and Clark even attended the same
church. Hopkinsville First Baptist Church.
when they were younger, but they did not
start working together until both became
active in the Baptist Student Union at Murray
State.
"He was one of my good friend's pesky lit-

photo courtesy of Brian Finch

Brian Finch (left), senior from Hopkinsville, and Jonathan Clark, a 2000 graduate from Hopldnsvllle, perform music at the Maio
Street Coffee House In Salt Lake City. The duo traveled to the Olympics as part of a Global Outreach ministry program.
tie brothers." Clark said. "But when I was
asked to be a worship leader for a youth
event. Brian was the first person I contacted
for help."
Finch and Clark prepared two songs lead
the youth retreat. After the event went so
well, the minister asked them back for another worship service. This began Brian and
Jonathan Ministries.
··we've been playing together for about
three-and-a-half years," Finch said. "We
were both active at BSU and got together
there."
Together they have led worship services
throughout Kentucky. including programs at
DiscipleNow, the Kentucky Baptist Homes
for Children and Creations. They also have
participated in events in Tennessee and Illinois and have taken Spring Break mis-;ion
trips to Colorado and Georgia. ln addition
to their work with Global Outreach, Finch

to

and Clark have participated in summer miss ion programs. Both spent two years as members of Son teams. Son teams are groups cho:;en by the Kentucky Baptist Convention that
travel around the country on mission trips.
Another accomplishment is "Finding Paradise," a CD of Christian music that features
Finch and Clark's original songs, as well as
songs such as "Amazing Grace" and "Holy,
Holy. Holy." "Finding Paradise" is available
at www .brianandjonathan.com.
Brian and Jonathan Ministries has tackled a
variety of challenges during its three years,
but Finch said performing at the O lympics is
a once-in-a-lifetime eltperience.
"It' s just amazing to even be there," Finch
said. "Wherever you walk you probably hear
five or 10 different languages. It's culture
shock, but like no other:·
Although Finch and Clark' s time was mainly spent working with Global Outreach nnd

Ballroom dancing waltzes into RSEC
BY K YSER LOUGH
STAFf WRITER

A non-credit class is being offered on Mondays to help people dance the night away.
The ballroom dancing class, taught by Elsie
Thunnan, will teach students basic moves in
various dances. The class will be offered
starting Monday night and will go on for five
weeks from 7:30 to 8:30. It meets in the
Regional Special Event~ Center hospitality
room, which is located on the lower level.
The first dance taught will be the foxtrot, a
common American slow dance. Another
dance on the agenda will be the rumba, a
Latin dance that is slower than the cha-cha.

dancing taught.'' Thurman said.
The waltz will also be taught.
"The waltz is the mother of all dances,"
Thurman has been teaching non-credit and
Thurman said. "It's a common dance that credit classes at Murray State for more than
30 years. and has owned and operated a primany people use."
The final dance to be taught. swing danc- vate dance studio since 1963.
ing, has recently made a comeback in Amer"I took one of her classes a few years ago.
ica. The type of swing dancing that will be and she really teaches a great class," said Dan
Lavit, director of non-credit and youth protaught is east coast swing. Thurman said.
"We will be learning the eastern triple time 'grams in the department of continuing educaswing," she said.
tion.
The ballroom dancing class has been
Every dance will be worked on at each
class session. reviewed, then added on to offered to students, facu lty. staff and members of the community for almost three years.
later.
"Depending on how quickly the class It also has been offered as a credit class to
moves. there might even be a little salsa students.

•Cinema International- "Solas," 7:30
p.m.. Curris Center
Theater, Free admission.
•Orcbe'itra ConcertMurra) State Symphony Orchestra Concert. 8 p.m.. Lovett
Auditorium.
Free
udmission.
To post information
in the calendar phone
762-4480 or fax it to
762-3175.

-

"This class is a non-credit class open to
anyone in the community," Lavit said. "In
fact, most people enrolled in this class are
non-students."
Enrollment in the ballroom dancing class
has averaged more than 20 people. Lavit recommends that anyone interested register as
soon as possible.
Registration for Murray State faculty. staff
and students is $40. For members of the community, it is $45. It is not necessary to bring
a dance partner. Lavit said.
For more information, or to register. phone
the department of continuing education ~~
762-3659.

Art gallery showcases shoebox exhibit
BY TO N YA BRIDGES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery has a rather
unusual exhibit on display. All the items are
small enough to fit inside a shoe bolt.
The Shoebox Sculpture Elthibit, which
began on Jan. 30. and will continue until
March I 0, is on the sixth floor of the Fine
Arts building. The exhibit. curated by the
University of Hawaii, is composed of 80 projects by artists from all over the world . This
is the gallery's seventh international exhibit.
The art displayed in the exhibit is also for
sale. Pieces may be sold anywhere from hun-

dred.s to thousands of dollars.
The exhibit is different than other exhibit<;
displayed in the gallery.
"Artists in the Shoebox Sculpture Exhibit
are asked to imagine what they might create
within the space of a shoe bolt." said Jim
Bryant, University galleries director. "Each
has taken materials, shaped them into small
objects and invested them with personal
meaning."
One of the featured artists, Christine LoFaso. is visiting Murray State today. Her exhibit, "Tuck," is a pull toy made from jacquardwoven fabric, birch plywood and brass
wheels.

LoFaso ~aid she is "interested in this edge
and how one walks the line within a complex
cultural framework."
·
Another exhibit. "Wings" by Ellen George.
depicts a ballerina costume with upraised
arms. It is composed of glamour nails, bobby
pins. yam. beeswax and wire: materials
George received from other artists.
"l am committed to the exchange, collaboration and connectedness that sharing art has
provided." George said.
Bernard Calet. creator of "Shoebolthybrid,"
took the title of the exhibit literally and made
his exhibit out of a shoe box. It represents a
motor home hooked to a house.
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performing. the two were able to attend some
of the events and take in the sites.
Finch said they attended the snowboarding
medal presentation. a ski jump event, a
biathalon and an ice hockey game.
''They (Global Outreach) want you to see
what is going on." Finch said. "It would be a
shame not to experience the Olympics while
you are there."
Even though the closing ceremony has
passed and the Olympics finished for the neltt
four years, Brian and Jonathan Ministries continues to perform and make a mark for itself in
the ministry world. From Feb. 22 to Feb. 24,
the duo participated in the DiscipleNow program in Hopkinsville. and they will work with
Centrifuge, a youth camp, this summer.
· "It will be good to look back in a year and
see how much this has affected us as a ministry,'' Finch said. " It's nice that we can give
and be given to.''
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"It provides the metaphor of the condition
that has become essentially that of contempo-,
rary man. tom between the desire to be
anchored and the constant material necessity
of moving," Calet said.
Claudia Dishon, fre:.hman from Taylorsville, and gallery volunteer. said she is
drawn to the piece, "Through Space and
Time,'' by Rebecca Mendull.
"I like the versatility of the medium," Dishon said. "It's made out of acrylic and linen.
and to look at it you wouldn't think that this
could be made out of common materials.''
For more infonnation on this elthibit and
future shows at the Clara M. Eagle Art
Gallery phone 762-6734.
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TopFive
• music
1. Alan Jackson - "Drive"
2. Creed - "Weathered"
3. Jennifer Lopez - "J to Tha
L-0! The Rem1xes"
4. Linkin Park - "(Hybrid
Theory)"
5. Nickelback - "Silver Side
Up"
Source: Associated Press

•movies
1. Queen of the Damned
Starring Aaliyah
2. JohnQ
Starring Denzel Washington
3. Dragonfly
Starring Kevin Costner
4. Return to Neverland
Starring the voice of Blayne
Weaver
5. Crossroads
Starring Britney Spears
Source: Associated Press

• books
1. John G risham- "The Summons"
2. John G risham - "A Painted
House"
3. Phillip C . McGraw - "Self
Matters'
4. James Patter son - "1st to
Die"
5. Ann-Marie MacDonald "Pall On Your Knees"
Source: Associated Press

Dallas band plays Nashville
Bv

ScoTT GIBSON

AssiSTANT CoUEGE LIFE EDITOR

Dallas band Flickerstick, winner
of VH-1 's "Band!> on the Run"
series, is playing at Nashville' s
Exit In at 9 tonight.
The band is gaining recognition
from fans around the country.
Peggy Krupicka, Murray State
alumna, is now a part of Flickerstick's Dallas Street Team. As part
of the street team, Krupicka promotes lhe band by requesting its
songs on lhe radio, handing out
fl iers at different events and working with various agencies and
venues to get the its music to the
public.
"It's not a hit single or video on
TRL (MTV's 'Total Request
Live') lhat is .bringing in the fans,
it's the live music," Krupicka said.
''They are a real rock 'n · roll
band."
The band got its start when
singer Brandin Lea and guitarist
Cory Kreig met at the University
of North Texas. Lea later recruited
his brother, Fletcher Lea, to play
bass and Dominic Weir to play
drums. Guitarist Rex Ewing was
brought in two years later to complete the band. Fliclcerstick began
playing in the famous , competitive
Deep Ellum area of Dallas.
''Local bands are huge in Dallas.
compared to other cities," Krupic-

www.newsoftheweird.com
If you don't believe that truth
is stranger than fiction, then
check out Chuck Shepherd's
"News of the Weird" and find
out how strange reality really
is.

ka said.
When a VH-1 producer happened upon a compilation that featured one of Flickerstick's songs,
Brandin and Fletcher were asked
to appear on a show about rock 'n'
roll siblings. When the show failed
in pre-production. the band was
asked to be on the first season of
"Bands on the Run."
"Bands on the Run" was a reality based TV show that pitted upand-coming bands against each
other in a contest to see which
cou ld earn lhe most money while
on tour.
For winning the contest, Flickerstick was given $ 150,000 in cash
and prizes, a record contract with
Epic Records and the chance to
shoot a music video for rotation on
VH-1. Even with the success or
the show, Flickerstick hasn't been
met with the highest critical
acclaim.
"It's hard to stress to people
they are one of the best live bands
you' ll see." Krupicka said. "Lots
of critics are skeptical simply
because they were on the show
('Bands on Lhe Run' )."
Instead of leaning on VH-1 for
fame, Flickerstick has decided to
focus on gaining fans Lhe old-fashioned way. The band has returned
to writing music and touring.
W ithin the past year, it has played
in more than 200 l>hows, averaging

BY

SCOTT GIBSON

Alanis Morissette came into this
world screaming on her debut
album, "Jagged Little Pill.''
She was pissed-off and not
afraid to express herself by bashing men and proclaiming her independence. Her sophomore release,
"Supposed F.ormer Infatuatio n
Junkie," was a criticaJ flop as she
tried to follow up one of the most
popular, top-selling debut albums
of all time.
With her third studio release,

"Under Rug Swept," Morissette
has grown and matured. As the
title suggests, Morissette has
finally tried to hide her hostility
and put her anger behind her,
focusing instead on other things.
Unfortunately, trying does not
always bring success.
Although she has matured.
Morissette still hints at resentment
toward ex-lovers and men who are
apparenUy wholJy at fault, no
matter what the situation. She also
has claimed her independence.
Dropping producer Glen Ballard.
Morissette produced the entire

Road Trip
So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don' t let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

• around town
Curris Center Theater Check out a classic '80s
movie, ''Ferris BuelJer's Day
Off," at 10 tonight at the late
night movie. Admission is
free.

• 1hour drive

Photo by Marina Chavez

Paducah - If you are in the
mood for country music, then
check out Sha Bang tonight
and Saturday at the Silver
Saddle Saloon at J.R.'s Executive Inn. The bar opens at 6
p. m.

Dallas band Flickerstick, winner of VH-l 's "Ba nds on t he
Run'' contest, plays Nashville's Exit In at 9 tonight.
attendances •between 500 and
l ,500 people. Flickerstick has
planned a European tour for March
wilh a return to lhe states in April.
"Seeing them live is incredible,"
Krupicka s:ud. "lfs 10 times belter than the CD."
Tonight's show at the Exit In is

tm 18 and older show. Doors open at 8.
Tickets nre $10 and are on sale at ticketmaster.com or by phone at (615)
255-9600.
"It's unbelievable," Kn1picka said.
"It's 10 bucks and it's one of the best
live shows you can see; or you can pay
somethmg like $80 to see Britney."

Morissette's third CD mature, still bitter
ASSISTANT COUEGE lJFE EDITOR

•web site of the week
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album herself, and even plays two
different instruments throughout
the CD.
Morissette leans on her friends,
however, and invited bassists Flea
and Meshell Ndegeocello and
Stone Temple Pilots· guitarist
Dean DeLeo to perform on the
album. She also enlisted friends to
appear in her " Hands Clean"
video.
The lyrics are thought-provoking and emotions run high
throughout the album. Although
noihing on this CD Is as harsh or
fou l-mouthed as Lhe hit single

"You Oughta Know," Morissette
still displays anger in her singing.
All the tracks on "Under Rug
Swept" are clever and witty, yet
Morissette cannot seem to Jet go
of the men who broke her heart.
"Flinch.'' which hints at a soothing, beautiful song. is nothing
more than a slower version of the
rest of the tracks.
It seems Alanis is not in the
business to outsell "Jagged Little
PiU," but trying to make music
that is true to herself, even if she
hasn't ngureil out Who that is yeL.
Gradel B+

• 2 hour drive
Owensboro
Head to
Owensboro and check out the
inventor of the "Sledge -0Matic" when Gallagher performs at 8 p.m. Saturday at
the River Park Center. Tickets
are $23.50 to $28.50.

• 3 hour drive
Cookeville, Tenn. - If you
missed Stroke 9 when it performed at Murray State, then
check out the show at 7
tonight at the Hooper Eblen
Center. Tickets are $10 to
$ 15.

Friday, March 1
l. Cinema International - The Color of Paradise; free; Curris Center Theater;
7:30pm
2. Baha'i Student Assn. Sponsored diversity dinner @ 7:30 pm, 3rd Door
Curris Center. No registration required.
3. Late Night Movie - Ferris Dueller's Day Off @ Curris Center Theater, 10
Saturday, March 2
pm/Free.
4. Late Night Movie - Dirty Dancing @ Cheri Theater, Midnight/ admission
· l. Woodlands Nature Station - Day with the eagles Tour,
$4.
8am-12pm, & lpm-4pm. Register @ (270) 924-2020; $32
5. Playhouse in the Park.. "Pinocchio"; adults $9/students $8, Playhouse in
the Park; 8 pm
2. Blast From The Past - Sponsored by Clark College @ 7 pm6. Gong show - Sponsored by Sock & Buskin. Entry Fee $25 @ Johnson
Theatre; 7 pm, for more information email dennis.frymire@murraystate.edu
10pm, Beshear Gym, Free admission/ $1 if not dressed
7. Mountain Biking Club, now forming. For more info, call Jim Baurer @
from the past.
762-6984

Sunday, March 3

- - - - - -• 3. Cinema International .. The Color of Paradise; free; Curris

1. Woodlands Nature Station - Day with the Eagles Tour, 8am-12 noon,
register @ (270) 924-2020; $32
2. mtimate Frisbee Tournament - Sponsored by Clark College. Entry Fee $5 @
Intramural Complex, for more information call your Residential College
Head.
3. Soul Food - Sponsored by Iota Phi Theta @ 12 pm, Curris Center Theater,
Pastor Haley & Voices of Praise.
4. Mountain Biking Club, now forming. For more info, call Jim Baurer @
762-6984

Center Theater; 7:30 pm
4. Playhouse in the Park - "Pinocchio"; adults $9/students
$8, Playhouse in the Park; 8 pm

~. 5.

16.
~

MSU Rugby Club vs Sewanee @ 1 pm, Intramural Complex.
MSU Womens Rugby Club vs University of Kentucky,
University of Illinois @ 3 pm, Intramural Complex

7. Mountain Biking Club, now forming. For more info call
For information on weekend programs, call 762-5547 or check out the
SGA website and Racer Net.

Jim Baurer @ 762-6984
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Teams still
fighting for
last top seed
Justin. Chris and I were racktng
our brains trying to come up with
something to write about in a commentary this week. From the
Olympics, to Matt Williams' horrible luck with leg injuriec; in spnng
training, to the start of championship week on ESPN, several
ideas were bounced around. But
with March Madness looming and
it being the most exciting time of
the year, let's take a look at the
tournament. In particular, just who
are the four No. I seeds?
Three of the four are virtually
locks. Kansas. Maryland and Duke
are the top three in the polls this
week and, barring a complete debacle. should get No. I seeds. But
who deserves that fourth No. l
seed? Several teams can make a
legit claim this year. but Oklahoma,
Cincinnati and Alabama stand out.
Oklahoma is in second place in
the nation's second-toughest conference , the Big 12. The Sooners
arc ranked No. 5 in the ESPN/USA
Today Coaches' Poll. but are still
in the shadow of Kansas. Beating
Iowa State last week will help their
case. but the
Sooners need
to beat Colorado
th1s
week and do
well 10 the Big
12
tourney,
which will be
held in the Jayhawks'
back
yard of Kansas
City. Mo.
Cincinnati
has. the best
record of the
three and is
ranked fourth
TIM
in the polls, but
ALSOBROOKS
is
its
case
legit?
The
"'Cincinnati Bearcats were
by
has the best defeated
Louisville at
record of the Freedom Hall
three and is this week and
end the regular
ranked fourth season at home
in the polls, against Memphis. The Conbut is its case ference USA
. ?"
tourney
will
Iegtt.
follow.
The
Bearcats will
have
the
advantage
since the tourney will be in Cincinnati, even though it won't be on the
Bearcats' home court. With seven
straight C-USA regular-season
titles. a tourney championship
would make a strong case for Cincy's No. I hope.,.
Alabama can begin building its
case by pointing to ils top-50 RPI
victories. No team in the country
can match the Crimson Tide's 10
wins. Duke has nine. with Maryland. Oklahoma and Kansas following with seven. Cincy has only
posted six.
The Tide clinched the regularseason SEC title with this week's
win over Auburn after last weekend·~ one-poim thriller over Florida. The Gators could have argued
for a No. I seed if they had escaped
Alabama with the win.
Alabama is ranked sixth in the
polls and play:-. in the toughest conference in college basketball. The
teams in the SEC have beat up on
each other all year and can make a
claim for getting seven or perhaps
an unheard of eight teams in the
field of 65. The team with the worst
record m the league is Auburn,
which beat Alabama earlier in the
year
Alabama has some big wins
ugainst non-conference foes like
Ohio State and is 16-0 at home this
year. If the Tide ends the season
with a victory o ver Ole Miss and
then wins the SEC tournament in
Atlanta, they may roll right into the
NCAA tourney as a No. I seed .
So if they cut the nets down on
March 10 in Atlanta. they may be
that much closer to cutting them
down in Atlanta again on April I.
after winning the NCAA championship. Don't you just love the
madness?
And to think we needed something to write about for a commentary.

Sports Talk

Tim Al.whrooh is a .Hajj writer for
'''The Murray State News."

Racers dominate EIU in first round
BY JusTIN McG1u
SPORTS EDITOR

Murray State made a statement Tuesday in its 103-56
defeat of Eastern lllinois in
the first round of the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament. The Racers. who <;hot
59 percent from the field and
held the Panthers to 26 pena
, cent shooting, made the rest
of the conference aware that
they are poised to make a run
at the conference championship.
"Right now. we have some
momentum
going
into
Louisville,'' Head Coach
Tevester Anderson said. "I
hope we can build on this
game. Our guys want to have
some success in the tournament, and they deserve it."
Both teams appeared tentative at the beginning of the
game. EIU forward Henry
Domercant, wbo entered the
game as the second-leading
scorer in the nation with 26.6
points per game, scored the
first basket of the game after
one minute of play. The Panthers held MSU scoreless for
almost two minutes until
sophomore forward Cuthbert
Victor hit a Jumper that would
ignite a 32-4 run.
Eastern Ilhnois followed
that run with its best stretch of
the game, outscoring MSU
16-7 in a seven-minute span
to cut the Racers· lead to 3922. MSU senior guard Justin

Burdine scored t.he lao;t six
points of the first half to give
the Racers a 45-22 halftime
lead.
The Panthers shrank the
gap to 49-30 with 17;32 left in
the game, but they would get
no closer. MSU took a 70-39
lead with II :26 to go and did
not lead by less than 30 points
the rest of the game.
Junior center James Singleton played the best game of
his MSU career, leading all
players with career-highs in
poinL'> (25), rebounds ( 18) and
steals (four). Singleton also
blocked five shots, one short
of another career record.
Burdine recovered from his
poor :-;hooting performance
Saturday against Morehead
State (2-for-15) by scoring 21
points on 8-for-15 shooting
(3-for-7 3-pointers). Victor
scored 19 points and grabbed
I I reboundc;. Junior forward
Antione Whelchel scored 15
points.
grabbed
seven
rebounds and dished out a
game-high six assists. Junior
Kevin Paschel added IS
points for the Racers.
The Racers held Domercant to 19 points on 7-for-24
shooting.
"Our guys challenged him
on every shot he took
tonight," Anderson said.
The win was more special
to Anderson, who celebrnted
his 65th birthday Tuesday.
"I'm going to try very hard
to have another birthday Fri-

day," Anderson said, referring to the Racers' OVC
Tournament semifinal game.
Morehead State defeated
Tennessee State in its first
round game Tuesday. setting
up the third meeting of the
year between the Eagles and
the Racers. Morehead topped
the Racers 92-83 in overtime
Jan. 24 in Morehead und 6660 Saturday in Murr.:ty. The
game begins at 7 tonight at
the Kentucky International
Convention
Center
in
Lomsville.
"I'm looking forward to the
third meeting with Morehead." Anderson said. "I was
hoping they'd win ~o we
could play them again. We'll
be better prepared to face
them physically and mentally
than we were the last two
times."
Singleton said the team was
more focused against EIU
knowing that a loss would
end the Racers' sea..on.
"If we come out every night
like we did tonight, we've got
a good chance to make it past
Friday," Singleton said. ''We
know we have the talent to
make it to the NCAA Tournament."
The winner will advance
to the championship game
to face the winner of the
Tennessee
Tech/Austin
Peay game at 5 tonight. The
Ryan Brooks/The News
championship game will air
on ESPN at 2 p.m. Satur- Murray State j unior center James Singleton slams In two of his career-high 25
points during tbe Racers' 103-56 win Tuesday over Eastern Illinois.
day.

Murray State women fall to top OVC Tourney seed
STAFF REPORT

Heading into the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournamenl's first
round game on Tuesday. the Murray· State women's basketball
team ( 11- 17) already bad defeated
OVC regular-season c hampion
Eastern Kentucky (22-6) on its
own court earlier 1n the season.
However, the Colonels avenged
the regular-season loss and the
Racers ended their season with a
76-59 loss.

Senior forward Susan Tackett,
was held to only 13 points. However. she was 8-for-8 from the
free-throw line and hit her final 19
free-throw attempts for the year.
The women ' s squad had a
tough time finding the inside of
the basket in the flfSt half. h shot
28 percent (7-25) from the field,
including 23 percent (3-13) from
long range. Sophomore guard
Megan Fuqua was the only one
who could find her touch. Fuqua
shot 6-of-12 from the field,

including 4-of-9 from the threepoint line, and ended up with 18
points in the game.
MSU held a 21-20 lead with
5:45 remaining in the lirst half.
However, EK.U would use a 12-0
run to close the half and take an
11-point lead into halftime. That
is about as close as the Racers
would get for the remainder of the
contest.
The Colonels used a pair of big
runs midway through lhe half to
put the Racers away for good. The

women's team's shooting was
improved in the second half.
including a 50 percent (12-24)
performance from the field. But it
could not match EKU's Charlotte
Sizemore and her 21 points and
nine rebounds. There were three
other Colonels in double figures
in the game.
MSU did dominate in the bench
pointe; category. outscoring EKU
33-14, including II points for
junior forward Beth Schnakenberg and 18 from Fuqua. Other

then that. EKU dominated the
majority of the game, including
outrebounding MSU 42-29 and
having a better assist-turnover
mtio.
The MSU women will now
head back to the drdwing board
and begi n preparation for the
2002 season that will include the
returning of OVC Freshman of
the Year and All-Freshman Team
selectee guard Rebecca Remington and All-Freshman Team
member guard Brittany Park.

MSU mascot unmasked during final regular season game
BY CHRIS JUNG
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Adding the titles of
tiger, hedgehog and horse
to the experience section
on a standard resume
probably would not get
the ordinary student into
Jaw school or in line for a
managerial position.
But for one Murray
S tate freshman. these JOb
titles are just fine for now.
Each year. one student
receives the honor of
being the body that fills
the suit for MSU's lovable
mascot. Dunker. On Saturday. Dunker·~ identity
was unveiled, and the person responsible for the
mascot's goofy antics was
revealed. This person is
Murray's own
Kyser
Lough.
Lough. a print journalism major, is a staff writer
for ''The Murray State
News" by day, and a bugeyed. basketball-playing
horse by night. While
appearing in several football games and almost 10
basketball games in a
heavy suit may seem
tough. Lough vtcws his
role as just another year
behind the mask.
"I can really do anything that I want when I
have that suit on:· Lough
said. "It helps out that no
one really knows that it's
me. Because of that reason, people just say,
'Look at Dunker, what a
dork."'
Lough did not come into
his new role with cold
feet. In fact, he was perfectly qualified for his
new character of Dunker
after playing his high
school's Tiger at Murray
High School and making
several appearances as
Hester College's Hedgehog.

on the court or in the band.
But I think that 1 am the
only one there shooting I 0
rolls of film on the mascot."
Posey, who probably
knows Kyser better than
anyone, snid she simply
enjoys the little things her
son does throughout the
games.
"He is so good to everyone," Posey said. "He
takes time to see every ,
child who wants a highfive and even makes time
to visit with the older people in attendance. He really puts life into that suit."
Lough has even taken
his act on the road to
improve his ma!;cOt skills.
La<;t summer, he attended
a mascot camp hosted by
the NFL's Tennessee
Titans. There, he worked
with other college mascots
and the Titans' mascot
himself, in a two·day semJnar.
"We worked on a routine with all I 0 of us
where we did a choreographed dance to Michael
Jackson·~
'Thriller,"'
Lough
said
.
"They
were
Ryan Brooks/The News
supposed
to
play
it
on
the
Murray State mascot Dunker was unmasked during the Racers' loss Saturday to Morehead State.
jumbo-tron during a game,
Freshman Kyser Lough has worn the suit during football and basketball games this year.
but I never heard if they
The fact that Dunker's mascots came quite often.
Dunker nlso has had cart from the President's did. It was pretty cool."
Other than showing up
identity is a secret does Lough recalled several fun some close calls in the Box. The lady behind the
improve the quality of the moments that stuck out in stands and on the court. concession stand wasn't to find a wet suit on game
night and getting beat up
mascot's performances, his mind.
One would think that no too happy with me."
but that secret can some"I remember the very one could dislike the hugWhile it muy seem like on a bit by some hostile
times be Iough to keep.
fiN game that I did wa~ gable mascot, but that was Lough fits the bill perfect- teens on Nelly ticket
"'There are some people the Homecoming football not the case on two partic- ly, there is one person who night, Lough said his
that l just had to tell." game:· Lough said. "It ular days.
experiences have been
~till can not believe that
Lough said. "On the other was raining, which forced
"There was one game Lough enjoys being the worthwhile. and in the
hand. there were some us to stay inside to keep when I was on the court mascot. That person ha)t end. for him, it':. all about
people that would just the suit dry. But the (East- with a referee who was become Dunker's No. I the kids.
"'There is always so
know. I mean. I would ern Kentucky) Colonel pretty new," Lough said. fan and makes sure to
much going on during basleave for a basketball came inside the tunnel "l was trying to al>k him attend each game.
game with my backpack with me and we saw two for the ball, but he got dis"I have ofticially made ketball games," Lough
and come back sweating umbrellas with (lUr school gusted with me and said. the
transition
from said. "But the one thing
after each one. People just colors and decided to take ' Don' t make me gi.,·e my Kyser' s mom to Dunker's that I always look forward
!-.tart to wonder."
advantage of the situation. first technical to u mas- mom," .s aid Posey Lough. to the most is finding kids
In Dunker's <;alendar We actually grabbed the cot.· There was another Kyser's mother. "The that I haven't seen yet and
year. interactions with wrong colors but we had time when r got chewed other mothers are in the the looks that I put on
fans. player~ and opposing some fun with it."
out for stealing the food stands watching their kid~ their faces ."
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SiJorliJjtlt
ames Siniletoa,
usan T~kett
James Singleton
d Susan Tackett
in this week's
cer SportLight.
Singleton.
junior center, was
elected to the
1-0hio Valley
~onference Sec·

ond Team.
Singleton
cored 36 points
nd had 26
ounds in two
ins for the Rae·
rs last week.
In the Racers'
OVC first-round
victory over East·
Dlinois, Sinteton scored a
arne-high 25
ints, had a
arne-high 18
eboundsand
blocked five
shots.
Tackett;, senior
guard, finishes
her career as first
11 time in women's free-throw
percentage with a
833 and second
in career fewest
turnovers ~r 40
minutes with 2.51
r game.
Tackett scored
points and had
three rebounds in
the final home
tgame of her
career.

Fastfact
On March 3,
1996, Australian
Greg Nonnan shot
:n tinal-round 66
and captured hi:;
third Dorai·Ryder
Open in Miami by
two shots over

Vijay Singh and
Michael Bradley.

_.......,
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Memphis headlines list
of 2002 football opponents
The football team locked up its
sixth game against an NCAA Division I-A opponent in five years for
the upcoming 2002 football season. The Racers will open their
season Aug. 31 against Memphis
at the Liberty Bowl.
MSU will prepare for the Ohio
Valley Conference schedule by
traveling to play Gateway Conference schools IUinois State and Indiana State.
MSU's first OVC game will be a
Homecoming tilt with Tennessee
Tech on Oct. 12. The home game
against TTU is one of six at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
MSU will get a preview of <1
future OVC school when it hosts
Samford on Nov. 2. Samford will
join the OVC in 2004. MSU will
finish the season at home against
defending OVC champion Eastern
lllinois on Nov. 23.

Racers add to defensive
depth with JUCO transfer
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio and
the Racer football team announced
the signing of their 20th addition
to the program.
Greg Archer, junior college

transfer from Georgia Military
Institute, will play defensive tackle.
Last season, the 6-1, 265-pound
Archer led GMT in sacks and was
clocked at 4.8 seconds in the 40yard dash. Archer w ill be the fifth
Racer originally from Georgia to
sign with MSU.

Inclement weather forces
rescheduling for 'Breds
Weather conditions canceled
both of the Thoroughbreds' games
before this weekend's series at
Auburn. Tuesday's game at
Arkansas State and Wednesday's
game at home against Southern
Illinois were both postponed. The
ASU game was rescheduled for
April 24. No date has been
announced for the SIU game.
The 'Brcds will sport a 2-4 record
when their series with Auburn
begins tomorrow at 3 p.m.

Rifle team places second
at Alaska-Fairbanks meet
The rifle team finisht!d second in
a three-team field Saturday at
Alaska-Fairbanks. The competition marked the farthest the program has ever traveled. AlaskaFairbanks won the event, followed

au•

by MSU and Nebraska, respectively.

APSUn

ur....,...•

Sophomore Morgan Hicks tied
for second in smallbore with a 396
and finished eighth in air rifle with
an 1160, giving her an aggregate
score of 1556. Freshman Robert
Purdy was fifth in the smallbore
with a 390 and fifth in air rifle with
an n63 for an aggregate score of
1553.
Senior J.T. Hearn, freshman
Crystal Dove and freshman
Michael Gardner placed and contributed to MSU's final team score.
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Four MSU athletes named to
AII..OVC basketbaU teams

SEM047
FfJ6.21
IISU 85
IICU 74

Two men's and two women's basketball team members were honored
this week by the Ohio Valley Conference for their performances during the 2001-2002 basketball season.
Senior guard Justin Burdine was
named to the AlJ-OVC First Team,
and junior center James Singleton
earned Second Team honors.
Freshman guard Rebecca Remington was named OVC Freshman of
the Year and named to the AU-Eresham Team, along with guard Brittany Park.
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Ryan Brooks The News

Sports Briefly is compiled by Assistant
Sports Editor C11ris Jung.
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Feb. a

Murray State senior guard Justin Burdine slams in
rno of his six points during MSU's loss Saturday.
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MSU59
EICU 71
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Men's Basketball Men's Basketball
Standings
Schedule

Women's
Basketball
Standings

M.u.1

Tennessee Tech
Morehead State
Murray State
Austin Peay
Tennessee-Martin
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee State
SEMO
Eastern Kentucky

OVC To11t111m•nt !Wmi-Finala

15-1

8-8

'Austin rtay YS. r......,....... r•.;h.
5p.m
'Murr•y :.liltt Vi. Mord\tld Stitt.
7p.m

7-9
7-9

t.Ur.Z
OVC Cl\amplon•hlp C:am•, 2 p.m

11-5

10-6

7-9
4-12
3-13

•-games to be pl•y<d at tlw.• K•ntw:ky
Jntematlon.~l O>nvmtion Ctntcr tn

Lou>wille

Source: ESPN

Eastern Kentucky
TennesSl>e Tech
Morehead State
Austin Peay
SEMO
UT-Martin
Eastern Illinois
Murray State
Tennessee State

13-3
13-3
10-6

9-7
8-8
6-10
6-10
5-11
2-14

•f!Aswm Ktni\Jcky vs (\Ulltln Peay.
Sp.m

'Ttnnes..!e Tech vs. MoreMad
StAte. 7 p.m.
Mor.3
OVC Champlonahlp Game, 2 p.m.
··~m<<s '''be pl•r<d •t the Ken·
tud..y lnlem.ttional Co•"•""""

Cen~r

il> l..oulsvill•

I

0~:-~:-:
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Intramural
Basketball
Schedule

B~ball

Mar.2
OVC Tou,..mrnt Scml·flllala

·-----------------------------·
$#
0~~-----~.....all':l
I
I

Racer Athletic
Schedule

Women's
Basketball
Schedule

FridAy 0 Auburn, 3 p.m.
Seturday@ Auburn. 2 p.m.
Sunday 0 Auburn, 1:30 p.m.
Wtdnesday vs. Arbn.'Wl) St,
2p.m
Men'• Coli
Sunday and Monday 0 trr·
Martin Tri Sblte Cla~,lc. 2 p .m.
Women'• Tennl1
Frid.ly VIJ, Ball State (0 St.
Louts)

M~n

Feb.27
Quarterfinals
Regent.~ vs. The Professionals.
6p.m.
Semi-finals
THEM v~ Alpha Tau Omega,
8p.m.
Regents/The Profess.Jonals
winn~ vs. Final Solution, 9
p.m.

F~b.

EIJ53

Wom~n

UT........ 82
EICU 7110TJ

28
Championship Game, TBA

Feb.27
So!mi-Pin.~ls

Socb v~. Alpha G.1mma Deltn,
7p.m

Feb. 28
Champlon:.hip Gam"
Socs/ Alph>~ Gamma lMta
wtnner vs. Quil'l Stonn. TBA

...
.....

......... 80
IISU 75

Relax in Hawaii and be back to
class in one hour!
Yes, you' ll think you' re suddenly on the Hawaiian Islands of Oahu. Maui, or Kawai
with your first visit to the new Body Haven Therapeutic Massage Center of Murray.
The beautiful tropicaJ-themed center is open with three certified therapists whose only
job is to give you the best massage. So. you will never have to
be behind spa or beauty shop customers.

VIDEO SUPER
STORE
Many of your favor ite classics and

n~w

To book your 15 minute, 30 minute, or one hour
(Best Value) massage, visit or call Shelia or
Mar garet at 767-0045.

re leases!

• Over 2,000 DVD's in stock!
• New arrivals weekly.
3 Movies for 2 nights at $7.50
Bring the ad ar-d receive $1 off
• 714 N • 12th St.

753-7670

I_ ?ffer Ex p ires 0 3/ 1S/ 02 I_

·-----------------------------·
QCPenney Shopping Center)

ADV15
with The Murray
State News

Past Lowe's on 121 North at Country Square • Murray
P.S. • Beautiful Valentine's Day Gift Certificates Available NOW!

"CA$H IN A FIA$H"
Loans On Anything Of Valu e

We Tote The Note Auto Sales
Cars • Trucks • Guns • Knives • TV's • Coins
Car Steteos • Musical Equipn1ent • ]ewehy
Stamps • Baseball Cards • Antiques • VCR's
Home Stereos • Microwaves • Camcorders
Donn Refrigerators • Miscellaneous

713 S. 12 ST. MURRAY, KY 42071
Hours: 9:30a.m. - 7:30p.m.
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Poor shooting leads to Murray State women fall on Senior Night
loss in final season game
BY CHRIS JUNG

AssiSTANT SPORTS EDITOR

BY JusTIN

McGILL

SPORTS EDITOR

Murray State's winning streak was
stopped at seven games Saturday after the
Morehead State Eagles defeated the Racers 66-60 in both teams' regular-season
finale. The loss left Murray State with a
16-12 overall record and a I 0-6 record in
Ohio Valley Conference games, third best
in the league.
Head Coach Tevester Anderson said the
team's demeanor heading into the game
had changed since the early part of the
winning streak.
"Sometimes when you win like that you
forget how you started your streak,"
Anderson said. "l thought our kids were
not as hungry tonight as they had been in
some other games."
Senior guard Justin Burdine, w ho
played his final regular-season home
game, scored only six points on 2-for-15
shooting (l-for-11 3-pointers).
"We didn't shoot the ball welt tonight,"
Anderson said. "When you shoot the way
we shot tonight. especially when guys
who usually score for you don't have a
good night and someone else doesn't step
up, your chances of winning are not very
good"
Prior to the game, Murray State honored
two :-;eniors - Burdine and forward Rod
Thomas - playing in their final regularseason home comests. Anderson said the
ceremony affected the team.
"I think Senior Night is a big disruption," Anderson said. "You have to have
it, but for us, when we start a different
lineup, we probably got off to the kind of
start that we wouldn't have gotten off to if
we hadn't been focusing on our seniors.
When you change routine, it hurts your
momentum."

Morehead Head Coach Kyle Macy
echoed Anderson· s statements.
"Any time you have senior ceremonies
like that it can be a distraction to your
team," Macy said. "But it's important for
those kids to have that ceremony. They've
done so much for the University. It's good
that they're rewarded like that."
Murray State began the game cold from
the field. The Racers went scoreless until
junior center James Singleton scored with
16:50 left in the first half. Morehead led
10-4 five minutes later, but a layup by
junior guard Antonio Henderson and a 3pointer by Burdine cut the Racers' deficit
to one point. The Eagles moved their lead
back to five points at 18-13, but the Racers then scored eight unanswered points to
take their ftrst lead of the game. Murray
State led 32-27 at halftime.
Morehead scored the first six points of
the second half, but the Racers regained
control with a 13-2 run. The Eagles
answered wirh a 17-6 run to take a 52-51
lead with 7:43 left in the game. A free
throw by Burdine and a layup by Henderson put the Racers ahead 54-52 three minutes later, but it would be Murray State's
last lead of the game. The Eagles closed
the game on a 14-6 run.
Henderson led all scorers with 21 points
and grabbed seven rebounds. Sophomore
forward Cuthbert Victor recorded a double-double with 12 points and a gamehigh 11 rebounds. Singleton scored II
points and grabbed eight rebounds, and
junior forward Antione Whelchel added
10 points. Thomas fmished his regularseason home career with no points in nine
minutes of play.
Morehead forward Ricky Minard, one
of the nation's top-10 scorers with 23
points per game, was held to 11 points on
only nine field goal attempts.
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over one more time, and was
unable to get off one more decent
shoL The final sequence seemed
to tell the ~tory of MSU's season
in which they could never make
the big play in order 10 get the

victory. '
"We made them tum il over
late in the game," Fields sajd.
"We gave oursclve~ a chance
out there, and that's all that I
can ask for."
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Ryan Broo!WThc News

Murray State sophomore guard Megan Fuqua watches as
junior rorward Beth Schnakenberg tries to grab a rebound
In MSU's 80-751oss Saturday against Morehead State.
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Sometimes happy endings do
not unfold as planned.
Five seniors' home careers at
ended Saturday with a loss as the
Murray State women's basketball team ( ll-15, 5-10 Ohio Valley Conference) lost a hardfought game against Morehead
State (20-7, 10-6 OVC) 80-75.
Despite the fact that they were
trailing by as many as 18 points,
the women· s team never gave
up.
One of the mentioned seniors,
forward Susan Tackett, did end
her final home game with a bang.
Tackett was 8-of-17 from the
field, including 5-of-10 from the
3-point line and 7-of-7 from the
free-throw line. to finish with a
game-high 28 points.
As a team, MSU shot just 37
percent (25-68) from the field.
An attempted comeback took
away some of the disappointment.
"We ended this last game on a
positive note," Head Coach
Eddie Fields said. "With the
comeback, I think we proved that
we can still play with anybody."
The other two senior starters
also contributed in the losing
effort. Center Denise McDonald
finished with six points, nine
rebound~ and two blocks, while
guard Eniko Verebes had five
point~. four rebounds and seven
assists.
Tackett's scoring,
McDonald's rebounding and
Verebes' assists, will be missed
by Murray State.
'This is a real quality group
that we're losing." Fields said.
"'They aU brought something dif-

ferent to the table. We're going
to miss them, but that last team
on the floor tonight proved that
we're going to be a good group
eventually."
Morehead used a 16-8 run during the final 6:39 in the ftrst half
to take a 14-point lead into the
locker room. In that span, the
Racers recorded only four field
goals, two of which belonged to
junior forward Beth Schnakenberg, who ended the game with
13 points.
The second half would feature
much of the same. Two free
throws by Verebes at the 15:24
mark allowed MSU to cut Morebead's lead to eight heading into
a timeout. Without a blink,
Morehead put together a 21-1 1
run, including eight straight
points by Frances Montgomery,
that put the Eagles up 73-55 with
7:29 to go in the contest.
With time ticking away, it
would be the trio of Tackett.
Schnakenberg and freshman
guard Brittany Park that would
not let the women's final game
go down without a fight. The
three would combine for 18 of
the team· s final 20 points.
The scene seemed set for a
Tackett-led comeback when she
was fouled while attempting a 3pointer with 17 seconds left in
the game. At that point. the Racers trailed by seven and Tackett
was already 4-for-4 from the free
throw line in the game. For her
career, she has shot 82.3 percent
from the line, ranking her first in
women's basketball history.
Tackett stepped to the line and
lrnocked down all three attempts,
pulling MSU within four points.
However, MSU turned the ball
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'Breds win one in first home series Indoor track teams land
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

in middle of OVC finale

After accumulating just 10 bits and seven
runs during Saturday's doubleheader against
the Bradley Braves, the Murray State Thoroughbreds (2-4) came alive Sunday and beat
Bradley 9-6 to avmd the series sweep. The 218
in attendance at Reagan Field witnessed a balanced attack from the top to bottom of the lineup that included 13 hits. The 'Brede; also featured some dominating pitching late in the
game.
Sophomore right-hander Bart Peach started
and suuggled at times, but gave MSU ssx
innings. allowing I I hits and fi"·e earned runs
in a no-decision.
"I was very proud of Bart today,'' MSU Head
Coach Mike Thieke said. ''He was pitching in
some very difficult conditions early, but kept
his poise and didn't let Bradley win this game
early.''
Offensively, the ·Breds were led by fresh·
man third bac;eman Alex Stewart, ~ho was 2for-4 with two R.Bis and junior second baseman Ronnie Seets who had three hits and an
RBI: however, the return of junior designated
hiller Brett McCutchan from a preseason injury
provided the 'Breds with a spark. McCutchan
was 1-for-3 with a double. two RBls and two
walks.
··Brett's presence in thts lineup is a must,"
Thieke said. "He is a legitimate home run or
exrra base threat every tame he come::. to bat."
MSU took a 2-l lead when McCutchan
drove a deep double over the center fielder's
head, driving in the team's first two runs, but
the 'Breds quickly found themo;elves in a hole
after the top of the second inning.
A questionable call allowed Bradley to tack
on the last run of a four-run inning after sophomore outfielder Bryan Morris seemingly made
a diving catch in right to end the inning. Home
plate umpire Joe Lewis ruled that the ball hit
the ground. This allowed the runner on base to

she realized she had to step it up.
"I was pacing the girl ahead of me
because she was the defending champion
Murray State's men's and women's from last year; then I realized that the girl
track and field teams ended their indoor in first was not letti ng down," Herndon
season Sunday in Charleston. Ill .. with said. "So I knew from there it was time to
the men coming in fourth and the women speed up, and after five or six laps of
sixth at the Ohio Valley Conference chasing, I managed to cross the finish line
first."
Indoor Championships.
Host Eastern Illinois finished with 216
Cargi II said the lhrowers had a good
points, winning its tifth OVC men's title showing by placing four in che top eight
in six years. Southeast Missouri carne in in both the 35-pound weight toss and the
second with 111, Eastern Kentucky shot put.
"We all did really well in throwing, and
placed third with 99 points and MSU folthe rest of the competitors did a good job
lowed with 82.
Tennessee State won its first indoor of gathering up some point!'! for the team,"
title on the women's side with 159, fol- Cargill said.
Another bright spot for the men was
lowed by Eastern Illinois with 113,
SEMO with 103, Austin Peay with 92. sophomore Brian Knippen. He set a perEKU with 63 and MSU and Morehead sonal record with a 53-11 t/2 thl'OW to
tied with 35.
place second in the shot put.
"I had a big throw on my last attempt at
Both teams did manage to capture an
individual title. On the men's side, junior shot put, which was a personal record and
Jon Cargill tossed his way to first place in almost got me first place, so it was nice to
the 35-pound weight throw with a pitch of do that,'' Knippen said.
Knippen also placed seventh in the
57-10 l/2.
"It was the first year the OVC adopted weight throw, which he feels he could
the weight throw into competition, so it have done better in .
"1t was disappointi!'!g not to earn points
felt good to win the first ever one,"
for the team in the weight throw: I know
Cargill said .
On the women's side, senior Emily I could have done better, but that perhaps
Herndon came from behind and finished let me concentrate in shot put," Knippen
first in the 5,000-meter run with a time of said.
The team will now focus on outdoor
17:59.36.
"There was a lot of elbowing and push- competition, which will begin March 30
ing at the beginning in the big crowd of at the SEMO Invitational in Cape
runners, and one girl finaUy broke free. Girardeau, Mo.
and I was about seven !;econds behind
"As throwers. we are more geared to
her," Herndon said.
the outdoor environment,'' Knippen said.
Herndon found herself in third place, "So we are really looking forward to
trying to pace the girl in second. before starting the outdoor season."

8Y CHRIS JUNG

BY TIM ALSOBROOKS
STAFF WRITER

Karri Wurth/ rhe News

Murray State sophomore pitcher Bart Peach started in the Thoroughbreds' 9-6
win Sunday over Bradley. Peach pitched six innings a,nd allowed five earned r uns.
score all the way from first.
The 'Breds continued their offenl>ive funk
until the fifth inrung when senior first ba~eman
Andy Mazzier legged out an infield single.
Seets followed by lining a triple into right field
to score Mazzier, and Seet.' would later score
on a wald pitch to tie the gan1e at 5-5.
A leadoff walk to McCutchan was the catalyst for a strong seventh inning for MSU. \\'ith
two OUL'> and two on, Stewan delivered a hit to
right field to drive in both runners and give the
'Breds a 7-6 lead.
"We changed up our lineup a little bit on
Sunday and that really made people feel more
comfortable," McCutchan said. "We had timely hitting and drove people in when we needed
to in order to win that game."
Junior left-bander Cmig Ringwald ( 1-0)
came in to relieve Peach in the seventh inning.
pitched two no-hit innings and allowed JUSt one

base runner to earn the win.
"Our pitching is going to carry us.''
McCutchan said. "All we have to do is catch
the ball deten~ively. and we're going to win
some ball games."
Senior closer Rick McCarty struck out two in
the ninth to pick up his first save of the year.
''This bullpen is going to be a positive factor
for us,'' Thieke said. "It's nice having McCarty
in there because I feel like he is the best clo..er
in the conference."
MSU fell 8-5 and J-2 in the se_ries' other two
games. Sophomore right-hander Kyle Perry (It) took the loss in the first game. In the second
game. sophomore left·hander Jesse Rhoades
(0-2) took the loss as the 'Breds mustered only
five hiL<;.
MSU plays Saturday in the first of a threegame series at Auburn. The tmt pitch is sched·
uled for 3 p.m.
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ofh:rlng Per Dit:m Pay for llxpettt'I"K'C
r.,ams, Solo• ~mJ TrJlner~ 010·
SokN"Tc::~ms Ajc C:all I·AAA-MORE·PAY

o-IIBR-66 7·37m
DRIVER~

WANTED!
Tr:msforre i~ hiring drivers. COL Train·
In)! availahle. Hlj!hly ctxnpclllive wage>
nnd hcnetirs. C:IU CROOI ~7M9
DRIVER·TRCCK

l>RI\'ER·We Nero Truck Onvt'l"'o' Windy

Hill t.• how hlnng Our t.lnvc.-l"li <tVcf"~l!t:
~.1-41 ,74 1~r y<'<~r. CDi cl"rainin.tt:f.vi&CI·

uhle with SO

weekly 'Older trucks M:.k ome 8()().~ 11·

OOSl .
TRUCK DRIVII'\G SCHOOL No Money
Down '!!am up to S35.00<l yt">Ur fil'l\t Y'-"M
'100% Job Pbcemo:nt A"b(;ln<.-e 'Com·
paoy Tuition Rc.mht.U'liement Call Toll
Free l-ti77-270.290l

A.ot:IC•IIC...I_
SPRINGBREAK
•. •: =-~ . !I

t:X~•-com

www.spri llgbrcnkdirect. com

Jo..,,. Call (flO<}) 461-IIS14.

DRIVERS, over chc mad, .\~Stale>. Flat
late mO<Jcl ronvcnllonal' 3
ycJI' cxpt"ncnce. $2,()()1) ~l!ln On Bonw.
~1.1n 34¢..~~ mil<'+ hcncfit•. Call (AO()l
44H>6<il!.
wf~ide<,

ORI\'ER..., Soh.,. up to .~c. Tc;~rm up to
, oliC, CnntrJC"h>rs .81¢ all nl11C!'. IKa"'
<lptions avail. li'..ero down I Holiday orl·
entattOn !l'lY. Rurllnt.1on Motor Carr1cr:t
l-800-')llj.lj,lj09

I>RIYER.S WAfi,IFD ~TARTED lJP 10 .36
cpm Home Wt't:kc:n<.ls, Dnve 3 laoe
n1<Kiel frei!lhtllncr with 'iOn hor<epowc:r,
f!Jthed only. C:lll Dt':lton, Inc. 8()1).2'i5'i)62
DRIVERS-HOME EVERY WFEI(ENO 'lit'
up to .36c/rnolt:,
'iupcrtor ln,umn<"t• and lknelitt. Owner
OpcrJ!<>r· .H~~/nule, fuel •un:hargc: P:okl
!lase Pl:ut'/Pt"miii.<IFucl Tal<o, R.:un·
burse Tolbiis.:nlcs. lK.L-.c PtlR:h.'l>e Progr.tm
Avatbhl~.
I·H00-948-6766,
IWC. C""..omp;tny: Stun

l'<.lten·

to c:rm $900 pt'r wed< nr mt>te and
I(Ct hom~ on wc~kc:nJ,•! I'or tl >L

tr.olnlng mil l ~..!01>-7.364
~SC.£>1. TRAJ!'IING$S IS llay COL Tt:lin1nl! Com[XInoCil Htrlnll Tod:iyt E:lm up tn
~HOO pc.-r W~~k. Tultton R.:unhur-.cmenr
lkndlt' :\vailahlc Get \S \l."hol.: Trainon11!
1-StlO·!l!!:}-KYS \\ ...w.cdlwrh r.um

ORI\'ER-$-1,000 "itllfl•OO l!onus :1nd up to
.4 kpm for OTR comp•n) dnn,. Grot

ORI\'ERS-O,.n.:r Opcr31nr.1 Needed
COL w,"Hum:u. Good ~IVR. 23 Year.. ci
AR<' vr Ol<k'f , 1 Year OTR Expcnence.
C'!ll Sl<:\ c C<mo::- at llH!l..(i90.1830. Lind·
>l.'lr Rang<:r.
E... R'l WHilE YOU

LE...RN! Dnvcr
and other <'lr•
rk,.,. .1rc: hortnl( I'>·Day Tr~mm~ Wt"t:kly
hnrnetllnc avaobble. $6')().$C)(I() weekly,
plu., benefu., , Call 1-llOO·J09.Q'i92

Tr.unct."'>o

~t:<.-dni·Wem~'f

Q,...,.,

T & T DEDICATI'D CARRIF.RS
oper.ttor. :'llt:t:dt•d. ' Home: Weekemb
'Nc • forccd d~'r.uch 'Nu ucmw 'Paid

.

.

- .

------~

.

.....

.

.

.

.

.

HEAL L S IAIL
SECltJDEO 315 ACRE CARROll COI1N·
TY f'ARM , Five.' minutC':I ofl 1·71 ne-~r C.1r•
rullton. 1!0()0 lb. toha< Cll b-J.-.e, how.<.', 3
roms, 3 ()<>mb. Excellent hunllnj( 'SOl·

732-<iO.H, ~2·732-';3(16
NEW 1.()(~ CABIN on 3 a,res V.1th fr~e
bo:tt •lip & pnv:llt• ilk<· .3cce,s. Tl'n•
nf''-""' mounwin.•. N.:.;r 11! h<>k• golf
cour..e, 51>9,900. Temt:~ Call l..fl00.704·

3154

X

ZJ7,

TRAVEl
R0\1AN11C CANOLEUGtfT W..-dhng<.
Ord:unrd Monbter-, P.lclPntiY Dewr:ltnl..
Full Scrv..:e Chopd. I'HOTO:,, lili>Y.O~.
HONEYMOON CAIIINS Pounh Ni!lht

Free:. GatllnhiJrj(, TN l ·R()().933•7 t64
"'"""'"' ~UJl:arlandwedt.llngs.com. f:.mlU·
weddinlt'-1l "'lllrl:andwc:ddin~.com .

Q lnfonnation About ALL Choices

ld Cnring and Cqnfidential Help

1506
Chestnut Street

SPRING BRI'AK BahJrn:~J; l':lny Crubc:l ~
D:tys $279! Includes Me3l1 lt fret: l'.1r·
tie>l AW<'IIOme 1\cJ<ht,., ~i!llllhfcl
Dep<uls fmm Florld.1' Can~·un & )Jon:t"·•
HS9! spnn!tbrcaku-olvt.'l "om l-ll()().671!·

www.LHouse.org

•I SPRISG 1\REAK
R.1hama"

j:~maica,

VaL".'Itll.>n'~
<10

U.S.

o.o.,.,, or Transocmaoon

The sisters of

Alpha Gamma Delta
would like to congratulate
their newest members:

~Laura · Hurt

~\1~~

Auara Patton
1\
Elizabeth Azar
tF~~
Ic(_

f

----. ~---ALPHAGAMMA0ELTA
'"''•'•nJt:J by

'b1«~··•J

~--- $2.29/pack·~~·

$-2.19/pack
(.60 oft 2/ 2S - 3/ 25)

(.60 off 2/25 ·3/25)

Excludes Non-fllten
Virginia slims

vantage
tlpack
(.60 011 2/25 • 1/25)

$2.29

1.~-----~~~ll~ 2.".':1

(.60 off 2/25 • 1125)

P!rliament

PaD MID "Sub Genetic"

$2.29/paclt
(.60 Off 2/25 - 3/25)

*'·''

IIJJs

$t.tt
(.60 off 2/21 - 1/21)

IY~J'daJ Price

save
Gas You Purchase When You
Show Your currenc Racer card.

Kill

$2.19
(.60 off 2/15 • i/iS)

.,.••

Cunnon

Florida. lll''l

2002 Professionals' Dinner

MuJIPoro

- ~-

~

L.....~.J
l.lJ M

800 .367. 1252
----------------------

Classified Rates
---------------------2S~

per word for rhe
first 20 words.
20~ each
additional word.
Bold Face Type:
$1 per line
Atten tion getters

u.x..-..- sl

Found Notices are
p ubUshed a t no
charge for 2 issu es.

6386.
SPltlNG 1\RF.AK l':lnama City from $1291
Bo:udw~lk Room wtl\lld>cn! Nt·~t 1n
Cluh:.! 7 l'anlcH lndudlng f'rc:e Drink'!
Daytona $1 ~9! •pnngl.m.-.kuavcl.mm
14i00-67S.63H6

.--------.

Wednetday, March 13* •curris Center Ballroom
Networking 5:30 p.m. Dinner 6 p.m.
Ticket• • $8.00 In Advance $10.00 At The Door

:·.

,1,•.14

DI~C'OUIItrro

SPRING BREAK

PUblic Reletionl Student Society of Anwrica

The Lite House

l':lnlcs, Rc:st Hotcb, 11c>t Pl'l<-cl Group
OiSCOUill.• Group organiZe~! IJ"a\"cl fr~!
S~ i.'i lunircdl Hurry up 8: BnQk Nuw1
1-f!l"l-234·7007 www.cndlcossummertovrs ,.,m,

WANT WEEKEKO'o 01'1"' Get home nl0:\1
wet:kt:nd' runninR tq~ion:tl woth more
JY.IY !han mo.t lon11 h~ul dnvet~~! 12
month~ OTR rc:quorcd HEARlUNO
Cxp""'-' 1-800-4~1""1953 www.~rtland

www cpe-trJnspon rom.

A"l'ITN110N l>RIVF.R.'i-1';0 f..\PI'Rlf..''lCF.
NECE.\SAR'1 TMC Tr.tn,portlllon nc.-ro..

All services free of charge

li1l Free Pregnancy

pru,·id.,d <";;Ill

lknchL~! cm,.A and One Yc::u OTR
rt:quln:d I!00-473·'i<;Al EOE

Murray State Univenity Chapter

C n ll 7 5 3·0700
~~~--

joh clow to home und c:-Jm more

money "'-lu,n yoo gr.ulu:lte. Co<:1 your
GF.I> or ho¢1 ~ool diplom:a while living
on 3 KentuCk)' Jot> Corp~ <:l'NCr Resl·

l!rll

(.70 off 1121• 2121)

Classifieds Deadline Is
3 p.m. Wednesday.
Payment due in advance.
CALL 762-4478!
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MINGER:

Immediate response questionable Oversight committee
seeks student feedback ·
after recent White College fire
From Page 1

From Page 1
dents."
A topic of controversy in the investigation is the definition of the word "immediate" in tenns of its use in the language of the
Minger Act. Minger said she had spoken
with a representative at the state fire marshal's office and was told other state
schools had been reporting incidents
between five to thirty minutes after the fact.
"I think of all people, they (Murray State
officials) would have read it and knew what
it meant because they were the ones that
precipitated it with Michael'-. death,"
Minger said. "I know everyone there knows

what 'immediately' meant, and they're just
playing word games. That's what distresses
me the mo~t. It' s just very systematic about
how they view safety on (the Murray State)
campus.''
Minger said it was obvious the definition
of the word "immediate" did not include
"half a day or the following day" after an
incident.
'"If you ac;k your child to do something
' immediately,' you don't mean tomorrow,"
Minger said.
State Deputy Commissioner Ken Meredith said the incident is still under investiga-

construction on campus
and are very reputable

tion but did not comment on any progress
being made on the detinition of the word
"immediate."
"The facts with the Murray State incident
arc still under inv~tigation by state agencie~. and at the present time we're reviewing the law and working toward a solution,"
Meredith said.
Associate Vice President of Facilities
Management Dewey Ytatto; and Vice President of Finance and Administration Services Tom Denton declined to comment.
Director of Public Safety David DeVoss did
not return phone calls ao; of press time.

finn~.··

Construction is scheduled to be completed on
Dec. 3. 2003, and the center is scheduled to open on
Jan. 2, 2004. Key said.
Key said students are
optimistic about this project.
''I have received nothing
but positive feedback and
eJtcitement from students,"
Key said. "Students that do
not really have an opinion
on the subject should be
excited. It's important that
students know two years
from now, they will have a
wonderful new facility that
belongs to them ."
Key said there are five
students on the oven.ight
committee, and they were
chosen from SGA.
"The students on the
committee have a very
good understanding of
exercise facilities and work
regularly in this area," Key
said. "I'm an avid workout
person myself. but by far
have the least knowledge in
this area. The student body
is in very good hand..;; with

TENURE:
Alexander forgoes inauguration festivities,
conserves substantial Murray State funds
From Page 1
der's choice to decline tenure will enhance his
ability to deal with tenure decisions fairly
Alexander's decision to forego an inauguration will potentially ~ave the University several
thousand dollars that would normally go to the
ceremony.
"I think in other state institution:; there' s

been as much as $100,000 spent on an inauguration," Easley said. "1 would suspect, at Murray, the cost would have been $30,000 to
$40,000."
Easley said several things would have contributed to the cost of the inauguration, including scheduling a speaker, decorations and the

amount of time employees would have taken
off from their regular jo~ to plan and be present for the inauguration.
Although Easley did not define where the
money saved by Alexander's decision would
go, he said there would be "many places for it."

their representatives on this
committee."
Key said the committee's
first step is to get important
~tudent feedback.
"We are designing a survey that will be distributed
across campus," Key said.
"Our next committee meet·
ing is next week and the
survey design will be complet(!d by that Lime. We will
probably circulate the sur•
vey immediately after
Spring Break. It's crucial
that the committee know
exactly what the students
want in this new facility."
The committee will he
asking students to rank the
areas they want to see in
the new center, Key said.
"At our first meeting, it
was made very clear by
Vice President Dewey
Yeatts and all the other
staff, technical and architect members. that this is
the students' facility and
everything planned and
designed for this facility is
student-driven,'' Key said.
"It's very important that
when we circulate these
surveys that students tell us
what they want. This is

RARE TREA URES
Gifts Fe>r Everye>ne.

I

I

Ask for dae11t. ulqae
gifts, all wlt.b
messages to toac:h
aud Inspire yoa.
•Mugs
• Frame11
• Votl\'es
·Ml#Del!l

• Dollt
·Omamtnlll
• Keepsake Bo1es

• Musleal Plaque8

Espedally for:

Best Friends
llr. Postman
Sorority S~ters
922 S. 12th St •
Bel Air Shopping Center Roommates
Murray

•Bookmark~t

Books & Coffee

of

Murray

Service Hours M-F 7 : 30-5 :00

Please call for
Competitive Pricing
For all your car care needs

New Books - "'Best Sellers"
Chai Tea Now Available
Whole Bean flavored Coffee
Magazines • Daily Newspapers
Espresso Bar and much more ...
t---ftt,SU. Stu~~~~l 7>lseiJUHis

Shuttle Service Available
An Affiliate of Parker Ford Lincoln Mercury

(behind Cracker Barrel, next to Fashion Bug)

Freshman Year Leaders Needed
(FOrmerly known as Freshman '0' IAad•n)

H~rc:l~~~>

Remember how helpful your Fall 'O' Leader wast
come be a part of this exciting program.

• THOUSANDS OF DVDs & VIDEO GAMES •
• RENT ANY 3 ITEMS FOR 2 DAYS FOR $7.95 •
• HUNDREDS OF VHS FOR SALE •
• BUY ANY 2 VHS AND GET ONE FOR FREE •
• WE SELL USED DVDs & GAMES •

Requirements:
· Must hav• complet•d 30 houn by the end of
the spring 1001 semester.
Muse currently have at least a 1. s GPA.
· Must have •xcellent communication skills.

IWI!!iU T.A.NNINEi !!iPECI.A.L

Applications are available In the student
AHain OHice, or download from The Murray
state w•bslte, then click on student Affairs.

15 VISITS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $30
1 MONTH UNLIMITED ••••••••••••••••••••• $30
2So/o DISCOUNT ON ALL LOTIONS
OPEN LATE 365 DAYS A YEAR TAN TIL' 9:30

• Appljcqtjon Deadline; Mqrch 8. 2002 •

Muse be turned in to the student AHalrs Office
and must sign up for an interview time.
Interviews wiD be conducted In ordway Hall
on March t 1, t 1, and t 3, 1001.

759-4944
1206 CHESTNUT ST. • MURRAY

L

S!s

7 -

Mon.-Thurs. 1 t a.m.-a p.m.
Fri., sat., sun. t t a.m.-to p.m.
Delivery after 4 p.m.

Open Mon.-Sat. @ 9:30 a.m.

VIDEO GOLD
(B~hinac:l

804 Chestnut st.· 753-6656

632 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY
Shoppes of Murray
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their chance to help design
the new wellness center
and each and every single
opinion is wanted and
needed."
Key said some facilities
suggested for the center
include
canliovuscular
areas, weight-lifting, pools
(both lap and recreational),
dance rooms, showers and
saunas, rock climbing wall,
etc.
'"It's truly whatever the
student.;; say they want, and
the ranking of these items
will be very important,"
Key said. " I f it comes
down, money wise. to
either being able to have,
for example, a food court
area or a leisure lounge
area, it' s important that the
committee have a mnking
on this from the students to
make that decision."
The over:;ight committee
is taking a trip before
Spring Break to look at two
facilities in Tennessee to
see how the fitness centers
are set up there, Key said.
Said Key: "lt's important
that we can visually see
these things before moving
forward."

